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ABSTRACT
Many material properties depend on grain and phase boundary morphology. Equi-
librium boundary and particle morphologies are determined by their interactions
through interfacial free energy. Currently, the determination of boundary and par-
ticle morphology is, for most materials systems, experimentally difficult.
This thesis demonstrates that geometric constructions from capillarity theory for
anisotropic interfaces cannot predict boundary and particle morphology, even in
systems with uniform temperature, pressure, and chemical potentials. In this thesis,
numerical methods are developed and implemented for calculations of anisotropic
particles of fixed volumes attached to one or more interfaces that are also subject
to specified constraints.
Some boundary properties can be found experimentally, such as: the crystallo-
graphic misorientation across the boundary, the fixed average unit normal to the
boundary, the Wulff shape (W ) of the boundary, and the particle W within each
grain or phase abutting the boundary. These properties become model parame-
ters in addition to the W associated with each interface. This thesis also presents
methods of generating algebraic expressions for interfacial free energy densities,
γW (nˆ), that produceW for a given symmetry.
Calculated examples show that equilibrium configurations are formed from por-
tions of the boundary and particle W s and do not contain orientations absent
from the respective W s. Under the constraint that the pressure difference across
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a boundary is zero, the boundary will develop a constant weighted mean curva-
ture (κγ) of zero. Generally, a boundary is nonplanar in the neighborhood of an
attached particle—even when anisotropic interfacial free energies do not produce
faceting—and maintains a κγ = 0 while the boundary particles maintain a nonzero
κγ. This is consistent with independent observations of Pb–rich particles at grain
boundaries in dilute Pb–Al alloys.
Predicted particle/boundary morphologies give a trade-off between boundary and
particle interface—a particle replaces some boundary but also produces boundary
area through local distortions. This result has several implications. The transition
to perfect wetting requires a larger boundary energy density. The steady-state het-
erogeneous nucleation rate is increased when facets appear on the nucleus, but the
increase is diminished if the boundary distorts.
A corollary result presented in this thesis, that particles can induce rotations or ser-
ration through torques, has implications in microstructural stability and illustrates
avenues for future research.
Thesis Supervisor: W. Craig Carter
Title: Lord Foundation Professor of Materials Science & Engineering
Thesis co-Supervisor: Samuel M. Allen
Title: POSCO Professor of Physical Metallurgy
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Chapter 1
Research Summary
In two dimensions (R2), the equilibrium shape of a fixed area attached to a
boundary separating two grains or phases (denoted C1 and C2) at constant temper-
ature, pressure, and chemical potential for each species can be determined, exactly,
by a geometric construction when the following four properties are known: the
boundary energy per unit length, the boundary orientation, and the oriented Wulff
shape of the fixed area on both sides of the boundary (W1 and W2, Wulff shapes
oriented with respect to the embedding crystals, C1 and C2, respectively).
In three dimensions (R3), the determination of the equilibrium shape of a fixed
volume is difficult when the boundary is not constrained to remain planar: trun-
cated portions ofW1 andW2 meet the boundary along a triple line that may depart
from the original (particle-free) boundary if the boundary, or at least one of the
Wulff shapes, is anisotropic. For small particle volumes, elastic strains are negligi-
ble. In the absence of other such external influences, the equilibrium configuration
follows a minimization in the total interfacial free energy, and the degree of Wulff
shape truncation is proportional to the net removal of boundary energy.
Because particles attached to boundaries frequently influence the mechanical,
chemical, and electrical properties of a polycrystalline material, a principal ques-
tion is: What is the energy-minimizing geometry for a boundary particle in R3?
This thesis provides numerical methods for determining the equilibrium con-
figuration of a boundary particle. The methods apply to particles and boundaries
of any interfacial free energy density. The methods can be extended to particles
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attached to an intersection of distinct boundaries (e.g., grain or heterophase edges
and corners), and the calculated results can be used to predict, or interpret, mi-
crostructures that can be observed through transmission electron microscopy.
The thesis is divided into four parts. Part I defines interfacial free energy and
presents known particle shape constructions that approximate the observed particle
shapes. It further defines the central problem addressed by the thesis and shows that
the solution is applicable to general questions coupling anisotropy and boundary
particles.
Part II gives the methods of calculating the equilibrium structure of anisotropic
particles attached to isotropic boundaries in R3 developed for this work. Specif-
ically, it demonstrates how anisotropic interfacial free energy density functions,
γ(nˆ), can be combined with Rodrigues rotation matrices and the energy minimiza-
tion methods of the Surface Evolver to calculate particles of fixed volume attached
to boundaries characterized by a known free energy density (γB), a fixed crystal-
lographic misorientation (~RΦ) that maps C2 into coincidence with C1, and a fixed
average boundary orientation (nˆavgB ) that separates C1 from C2.
Part III provides basic examples that show the utility of the methods. The ex-
amples calculate configurations that could appear in a microstructure that results
from minimizations in interfacial free energy. Part III discusses three of these ex-
amples, outlined below, in detail.
Example one (Ch. 9) considers the heterogeneous nucleation of a particle at
an isotropic boundary. Crystallographic misorientation is fixed, and the nucleation
barrier for an anisotropic boundary particle relative to an isotropic one of specified
dihedral angle is calculated as a function of W1, W2, γB, and nˆavgB . Numerical
approximations to the exact configuration show that the simplifying geometrical
assumption of Lee and Aaronson, which uses catenoid surfaces to approximate
the boundary distortion resulting from particle anisotropy, is fairly accurate. This
thesis adds five degrees of complexity to the original work of Lee and Aaronson,
and the resulting calculations show the nucleation barrier to depend more strongly
on particle Wulff shape and γB than nˆavgB when ~RΦ is fixed.
Example two (Ch. 10) considers the effect of an anisotropic boundary energy
(γB(nˆB)) that derives from the Read Shockley model for low angle grain boundaries
in crystals with primitive cubic structures. This example shows that even isotropic
16
particles may induce boundary distortion, and that particular heterogeneous nucle-
ation sites (boundary orientations) may be more favorable when the boundary is
anisotropic.
Example three (Ch. 11.2.2) considers two classes of torque driven by changes
to boundary particle configuration that reduce the total interfacial free energy. For
this example, γB is isotropic in nˆB and ~RΦ. The first class of torque acts on the
boundary and shows that a reduction in interfacial free energy may accompany
boundary rotation when ~RΦ is fixed—in other words, the particle may rotate the
boundary to produce a geometry of lower free energy. The second class of torque
acts on one grain for a fixed nˆavgB —here, the particle may rotate a grain. A general
torque would consist of components tending to rotate the boundary as well as the
grain. To focus on the effect of boundary particle anisotropy, general torques and
constraints imposed by neighboring grains are not considered.
Part IV summarizes the contributions of this thesis and the results from the
three examples detailed in Part III. Part IV also outlines steps for modifications
to the model developed in Part II and lists further applications of the model to
problems related to microstructure.
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Chapter 2
Interfacial Free Energy,
Boundaries, and Interfaces
2.1 Interfacial Free Energy
Results from this thesis apply to equilibrium at constant temperature, pressure,
and chemical potential of each species. It is assumed that equilibrium is achieved
when interfacial free energy is minimized. Interfacial free energy is that part of
a system’s free energy in excess of the contributions from the bulk phases that
abut to form an interface [1, 2, 3]. Interfaces can be treated as mathematically
sharp, composed of differential elements of area, and joining bulk phases that are
completely homogeneous. The interfacial free energy density, γ, is an intensive
quantity giving the free energy per unit area of interface.
Interfacial free energy is often dependent on the unit normal to the interface,
which is called the orientation of the interface in this thesis. Common experimen-
tal methods of determining relative interfacial free energy values for interfaces in
solids include measurements of: (1) dihedral angles at junctions of three or more
interfaces separating bulk grains or phases [4, 5, 6, 7]; (2) the equilibrium shapes of
small particles [8, 9, 10], voids, or bubbles [11]; (3) zero-creep techniques in thin
foils and fine wires [12]; and (4) the energy released during grain growth [12, 13].
There are other methods, but they are difficult to apply with precision and are
therefore not used extensively [13].
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2.2 Equilibrium of Bulk Interfaces: Boundaries
In this work, bulk interfaces—interfaces of fixed average unit normal separating
two phases or grains that are infinite in extent—are distinguished from interfaces
bounding particles. For clarity, bulk interfaces are collectively called boundaries,
while interface is reserved for particle surface.
Consider a system at constant T , p, and ~µ containing boundaries, where T
is the temperature, p is the pressure, and~µ is a vector representing the chemical
potential of each species [14]. For this system, equilibrium is determined by the
minimization of Z
γB(nˆB)dA (2.1)
where γB(nˆB) is the boundary free energy density as a function of the unit nor-
mal to the boundary, nˆB; dA is an infinitesimal area; and the integral is taken over
all boundaries. (Note that the subscript B is used to address both phase and grain
boundaries, but the subscript GB is used when grain boundaries are discussed ex-
plicitly.)
There are many physical examples of systems containing only isotropic bound-
aries [15, page 107–109] with direct applications in, e.g., block copolymers [16]
and ternary oil water systems [17, 18]. For isotropic boundaries, equilibrium re-
quires that boundary area be a minimum [19, 20].
Material systems are often observed [21, 22, 23] to have anisotropic bound-
aries. For these cases, γB(nˆB) must remain in the integrand of Eq. (2.1), and equi-
librium occurs when the boundaries assume a geometry that minimizes the sum of
the area of all boundary orientations, each weighted by its interfacial free energy
density [14, 24, 25, 26].
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2.3 Equilibrium of Interface Bounding Finite Volumes:
Interfaces
For a particle interface, equilibrium is determined by a minimization ofZ
γ(nˆ)dA−∆p
Z
dV (2.2)
where the first integral is taken over all particle interface and boundary, the second
integral is taken over the particle volume, and ∆p, the change in pressure across
the interface, is the Lagrange multiplier for the volume constraint.
There are many examples of fixed volumes with an isotropic interface [15, page
109–123]. For isotropic interfaces, equilibrium occurs when the interfacial area of
a fixed volume is minimized, giving an equilibrium ∆p for a given volume and γ.
The Young-Laplace equation [1, 27, 28] relates ∆p to the mean curvature of an
interface,
∆p = γκ = γ δAδV (2.3)
where γ is the free energy density and κ is the mean curvature of the interface [29].
The second equality introduces a definition of κ as the change in area, δA, that
occurs when the interface is moved along its normal to sweep out a volume δV [29].
Mean curvature is an important geometrical property, appearing as a parameter in,
e.g., studies of grain growth [4] and models of periodic structures [30] applicable
to the coarsening of intermediate-stage sintering microstructures [31, 32, 33].
For anisotropic particle interfaces, stable equilibria occur when the total en-
ergy of the interface bounding the fixed volume is minimized. For these cases,
an anisotropic analogue to mean curvature applies [29]. Anisotropic equilibrium
particle shapes can be obtained through constructions reviewed in Ch. 4.1.2.
20
Chapter 3
Particle Shapes in Materials
3.1 Observations
Particles fully embedded within one phase and particles attached to boundaries
are frequently observed microstructural features. The Wulff construction, sum-
marized in Ch. 4.1.2, gives the equilibrium shape—the Wulff shape—of an iso-
lated particle. Wulff shapes of single crystalline particles embedded within a solid
phase have been observed in a number of material systems [10, 34, 35, 36, 37],
and observations of equilibrated negative crystals (voids or bubbles containing
a fluid) [11, 38, 39, 40, 41] are known to produce central inversions to a Wulff
shape [25, 42].
The Winterbottom and Summertop constructions (Ch. 4.2.1–4.2.2) apply, re-
spectively, to particles attached to a single boundary and those attached to the
intersection of multiple boundaries. In these constructions, boundaries are non-
deformable, and particle volume lies completely to one side of each boundary to
which it is attached. (This thesis defines boundaries as non-deformable if bound-
ary orientation, nˆB, remains everywhere unchanged. Otherwise, a boundary is
deformable, and the average boundary orientation, nˆavgB , is fixed through a global
constraint while local orientations, nˆB, are unconstrained.) Winterbottom and Sum-
mertop shapes have been studied most extensively for particles attached to flat, in-
ert substrates [43, 44, 45, 46] but also appear at non-deformable interfaces within
materials when particle size is small relative to the extent of the non-deformable
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interface [47, 48].
The double Winterbottom construction for non-deformable boundaries
(Ch. 4.2.3) applies to cases for which a fraction of the particle volume lies to one
side of a boundary and the remaining fraction lies to the other side of the boundary.
Generally, this construction predicts the lenticular shape of fixed dihedral angle that
is often observed for an isotropic particle attached to a flat boundary. A number of
oxide particles in Si [49] and Pb particles in Al [50] attached to twin boundaries
are examples of anisotropic particle shapes that are similar to those predicted by
the construction.
There many observations [22, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52] of boundary particles that
produce local variations in boundary orientation, forcing the boundary to “pucker”
and reducing the net boundary energy replaced. However, for these cases, there
is presently no construction giving the equilibrium shape of the particles and the
boundaries to which they are attached.
3.2 Equilibrium Shape for Predictions of Microstructure
The Wulff shape is an equilibrium shape that is useful, for instance, for prob-
lems in the isothermal nucleation of a new phase in a supersaturated system. From
W , the homogeneous nucleation rate at a constant chemical driving force can be
predicted [53, 54]. Likewise, equilibrium shapes derived from W (e.g., Winter-
bottom shapes) allow predictions for heterogeneous nucleation at non-deformable
substrates [55], at boundaries [56, 57, 58, 59], and at boundary junctions [60].
The Wulff shape is analogous to a phase diagram [14], indicating which ori-
entations of interface are unstable to reorientation [24]. When the unit normal to
an interface is not fixed, an unstable orientation will, in the absence of external
forces, rotate into a neighboring orientation that appears on W to reduce its inter-
facial free energy. When an interface must maintain a fixed average orientation (as
for the boundaries considered in this thesis), an unstable interface will break up to
form a corrugated shape containing neighboring Wulff shape orientations (of inter-
face) in proportions given by the convex interfacial free energy plot that is defined
in Ch. 7 and can be derived from the Wulff shape [24, 25, 61].
A phase diagram shows that only certain phases can coexist at equilibrium.
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Similarly,W shows that edges and corners formed by particular sets of orientations
are not expected at equilibrium [14, 25, 42]. The the length of a facet appearing
on the Wulff shape can be related to the length of a facet on an observed particle
shape to determine the weighted mean curvature of a facet [29]. The weighted
mean curvature is useful for thermodynamic models [3] and for kinetic models of
shape changes in systems that do [62] and do not [63, 64, 65] conserve volume.
Weighted mean curvature is defined in Ch. 5.4.1.
Many properties of polycrystalline and polyphase materials are controlled by
boundaries. Boundaries can affect a material’s corrosion resistance, electrical con-
ductivity, yield strength and fracture toughness. In addition, they can facilitate
the relaxation of lattice strains [37] and decrease the activation energy for phase
transitions [66, 67]. Because boundary particles are often used as a means for con-
trolling boundary morphology [68, 69, 70, 71], accurate predictions of equilibrium
boundary particle configurations are necessary for grain boundary engineering that
derives from the introduction of small particles.
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Chapter 4
Particle Shape Constructions
4.1 The Wulff Shape
4.1.1 Definitions
The Wulff shape minimizes the interfacial free energy of a fixed volume in equi-
librium with its surroundings at constant T and~µ (Ch. 2.3). Definitions regarding
W are introduced here:
1. TheW derived from γ(nˆ) forms a convex set [25],
W = {~x ∈ R3 |~x · nˆ ≤ γ(nˆ)} (4.1)
where nˆ is taken over all possible orientations on a unit sphere.
2. Orientations, nˆ, that appear on W are equilibrium orientations and have
relatively low energy and/or are necessary to enclose the fixed volume.
3. W are invariant to homotheities—an equilibrium shape does not change if
the length, which is in units of [ENERGY/AREA], is multiplied by the same
constant in each dimension [72, page 319].
4. W that are polygons in R2 and polyhedra in R3 are crystalline shapes [25].
Figure 4.1 shows four methods of obtaining the Wulff shape from a known
γ(nˆ). These methods are briefly described in Ch. 4.1.2.
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ξγ(n)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Two-dimensional projections of geometric constructions of W ,
adapted from W.C. Carter: (a) the Wulff construction, givingW as the inner enve-
lope of perpendicular planes; (b) Herring’s method, showing the orientations that
appear on W to fall between tangential points of neighboring spheres that pass
through the γ(nˆ)–origin and lie inside the γ(nˆ)–plot; (c) Frank’s method, showing
W orientations to fall between planes that are tangential to, but do not extend to
the interior of, an inverted γ(nˆ)–plot; and (d) the Cahn-Hoffman capillarity vector,
which traces W as well as the unstable portions that appear where~ξ(nˆ) is multi-
valued. Constructions (b)–(d) indicate (1) which orientations are unstable and (2)
the orientations (and the proportions of them) that an unstable orientation will dis-
sociate into when the average orientation, nˆavg, is fixed. The constructions do not
specify the exact shape of such a dissociated nˆavg.
4.1.2 Methods of Construction
The Wulff construction [8], given by example in Fig. 4.1, extracts W from
a polar plot of γ(nˆ) by drawing, for each orientation nˆ, a plane perpendicular to
nˆ a distance γ(nˆ) along nˆ from the origin of the plot (Fig. 4.1(a)). Each such
plane eliminates a half-space fromW , and the inner envelope of all planes defines
the W for the γ(nˆ) that is plotted. The Wulff construction has been shown to
produce the shape giving a global minimum in interfacial free energy [73, 74] that
is unique [75].
The Wulff shape can be obtained through other geometric constructions, such
as Herring’s method of tangent spheres [24] (Fig. 4.1(b)) and Frank’s method of
inversion [76] (Fig. 4.1(c)). Herring’s method is reconsidered for interfaces that do
not bound a fixed volume (i.e., boundaries) in Ch. 7 and in Ch. 10.
This work uses the Cahn-Hoffman capillarity vector,~ξ [77, 78] (Fig. 4.1(d)),
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to describe equilibrium orientations.
Important features of~ξ include:
1. It is equivalent the gradient of a homogeneous extension of interfacial free
energy with respect to the area vector,
~ξ = ~∇~A(Aγ(nˆ)) = ~∇~A(γ(~A)) (4.2)
where
Anˆ = ~A = 〈A1,A2,A3〉 ~∇~A = 〈 ∂∂A1 , ∂∂A2 , ∂∂A3 〉
and Aγ(nˆ) = γ(~A) because γ(nˆ) is homogeneous degree one (HD1) in nˆ,
meaning that multiplying nˆ by a number, λ, multiplies the entire function by
that number raised to the first power, λ1.
2. It is analogous to the gradient of other intrinsic thermodynamic quantities.
For example, it is analogous to the chemical potential, and a common tan-
gent construction applied to unstable orientations predicts corrugated struc-
tures [14].
3. It tracesW .
4. It recovers the relative free energies of equilibrium orientations, γ(nˆ) =~ξ · nˆ
5. Its divergence with respect to nˆ is the weighted mean curvature, //~κγ = ~∇nˆ ·
~ξ [29], which is discussed in Ch. 5.4.1.
For a fixed volume attached to a boundary joining two homogeneous phases
or grains (i.e., a heterophase boundary or grain boundary), the shape minimizing
Eq. (2.2) is modified because two particle interfaces replace a portion of the bound-
ary. The modifications to W depend on the properties of the replaced boundary.
Known modifiedW constructions are described in Ch. 4.2.
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4.2 Particles Attached to Boundaries:
Truncated Wulff Shapes
4.2.1 Winterbottom Construction:
Particle to One Side of a Non-Deformable Boundary
The Winterbottom shape [9] minimizes the total interfacial free energy for a
configuration where a fixed volume (henceforth, a particle) locates to one side of a
non-deformable, flat boundary.
The Winterbottom construction was derived [9] to explain observations [44]
of faceted noble metal particles on substrates. The utility of the construction is
apparent on considering the questions prior to [43, 79, 80] and applications follow-
ing [45, 48] its development.
 
 
θ > 90o
Grain C2
C1Grain
∆γ  > 01
Grain C1
Figure 4.2: The isotropic Winterbottom shape is a spherical cap that results when
the origin of the sphere W in C1 is displaced from the boundary plane defined by
nˆB by ∆γ1 along nˆB. In this case, the boundary energy is relatively small, giving
∆γ1 > 0 and θ > 90◦.
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Consider an isotropic particle in R3. When the particle is not attached to a
boundary, its equilibrium shape is a sphere [81]. When the particle attaches to
a boundary joining C1 and C2 to form a Winterbottom shape, the first integral in
Eq. (2.2), when applied to all particle interfaces and limited to boundary where
changes occur, becomesZ
γ(nˆ)dA = (γC2 − γB)AB + γC1AC1 (4.3)
for particle volume that locates in C1. In Eq. (4.3), γC2 is the free energy density
describing the (flat) particle interface that abuts C2, γB describes the boundary, AB
is the replaced boundary area, and γC1AC1 describes the total energy of the particle
interface that abuts C1. The Winterbottom shape in this case is a spherical cap
characterized by the contact angle, θ, that satisfies Young’s equation,
γB = γC2 + γC1 cos(θ) (4.4)
for a surface tension balance along the boundary-particle triple line in the plane
of the boundary. Young’s equation is a reduced form of the more general tension
balance that considers components normal to the boundary plane and requires that,
for three interfaces described by γ1, γ2, and γ3,
γ1
sin(θ23)
=
γ2
sin(θ31)
=
γ3
sin(θ12)
(4.5)
where θi j is the smallest angle between interfaces i and j.
 
  θ < 90o
Grain C2
C1Grain
∆γ  < 01
Figure 4.3: The isotropic Winterbottom shape for a particle of the same area (vol-
ume in R3) as in Fig. 4.2 but with ∆γ1 < 0 and θ < 90◦.
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The two-dimensional projections in Fig. 4.2 demonstrate that the spherical cap
given by Eqs. (4.3)–(4.5) can be obtained graphically by placing the~ξ–origin of the
sphericalW that has a radius of magnitude γC1 and describes the particle embedded
in C1 (taking the center of the sphere as the Wulff point) on a plane representing
the boundary position and displacing the sphere by the difference ∆γ1 = (γC2 − γB)
along a boundary normal that is oriented from C2 to C1. The portion of the sphere
that remains to the C1 side of the boundary after the displacement is a spherical cap
with a contact angle of θ—the isotropic Winterbottom shape.
 
 
C1Grain
Grain C2
C1Grain
∆γ1∆γ1
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: The Winterbottom construction is a modification of the Wulff construc-
tion, replacing the half-space of orientations that do not appear (due the removal
of boundary energy) with an interface that has an effective energy density ∆γ1.
The Winterbottom shape can be considered as (a) a truncation of the portion of the
shape that lies above the boundary after a translation of ∆γ1 along nˆB or (b) the
addition (to the Wulff construction) of a plane perpendicular to nˆB at a distance
∆γ1 along −nˆB.
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The cap in Fig. 4.2 results for a relatively small boundary free energy (∆γ1 > 0)
and thus has a contact angle of θ > 90◦. The particle spreads to replace more
boundary energy for the same particle volume as ∆γ1 is reduced. When the bound-
ary energy is sufficiently high that ∆γ1 < 0, as in Fig. 4.3, the cap takes a shape for
which θ < 90◦.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the Winterbottom construction for an anisotropic shape.
Figure 4.4(b) shows that the Winterbottom construction is equivalent to drawing
a plane perpendicular to −nˆB (when nˆB points from C2 to C1 and the particle is
located in C1) at a distance of ∆γ1 and eliminating the portion ofW that lies beyond
(to the C2 side of) this plane. The Winterbottom shape is thus a truncated Wulff
shape.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Winterbottom shapes of fixed volume for: (a) an isotropic particle, (b)
a particle for which the Wulff shape is a cube and the boundary is parallel to a cube
facet, and (c) the same cubeW where particle facets are inclined to the boundary.
In each case, the relative interfacial free energies give an effective dihedral angle
of 90◦—i.e., (γB − γC2)/γC1 = 1. Interfaces of the anisotropic shapes are slightly
rounded because they result from γ(nˆ) that have shallow minima producing a range
of neighboring stable orientations.
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Winterbottom shapes for anisotropic particles can be constructed if theW de-
scribing the particle embedded in C1 (Fig. 4.4) is known in addition to ∆γ1 and
nˆB. The calculated examples in Fig. 4.5 give complete shapes in R3 to emphasize
that, for the anisotropic case, the orientation of the particle relative to the boundary
must also be known—e.g., different Winterbottom shapes, and different changes
in the total interfacial energy, occur for cube W with facets parallel to the bound-
ary and cubeW with facets inclined to the boundary, a result with implications in
the nucleation of thin films [43, 55]. The anisotropic particle shapes in the figure
have interface with slight curvature. This curvature occurs because the γ(nˆ) used
to describe the shapes have shallow minima as in Fig. 4.1 that produce a small
neighborhood of stable orientations.
4.2.2 Summertop Construction:
Particle to One Side of Non-Deformable Boundaries
The Summertop shape [82] is a modified Winterbottom shape that gives the
equilibrium form of a particle located to one side of two or more flat boundaries
intersecting along a line (to make an edge) or at a point (corner).
Such shapes were initially considered for orthogonal corners in a study of the
growth mechanisms of LiF evaporated on NaCl substrates [43], but the solution
appeared later and was extended to general corners [82]. The analysis has since
proven useful to problems in sintering [83] and surface lithography [84].
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Figure 4.6: The Summertop shape of a cube in a corner defined by orthogonal
planes of equal energy density γB = 0.6γC1 , where γC1 is the energy density of each
particle facet.
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Like the Winterbottom construction, the Summertop construction discards por-
tions of the Wulff shape. In this case, a half-space is discarded for every substrate
(flat boundary) the particle contacts. For example, Fig. 4.6 shows the shape of a
particle attached to a corner of three orthogonal boundaries of equal energy. Such a
shape might be observed in the valley of a hill-and-valley structure used to describe
faceted boundaries. When boundaries have sufficiently large energy, the Summer-
top shape can be non-convex to allow a particle to increase the total boundary
energy replaced [48, 82].
4.2.3 Double Winterbottom Construction:
Non-Deformable Boundaries
Generally, when a particle attaches to boundary to eliminate boundary energy,
particle volume locates to both sides of the replaced boundary. C.A. Johnson [85]
suggested a simple method to determine the equilibrium shapes of particles with
volume penetrating through a flat boundary. This suggestion was realized with two-
dimensional constructions of single crystal particles attached to flat twin bound-
aries using Cahn-Hoffman capillarity vector [78]. The construction has since been
used to interpret observations of octahedral [49] and truncated octahedral parti-
cles [47] at flat twin boundaries as well as the nucleation of lenticular particles at
general flat boundaries [86].
The double Winterbottom construction is briefly described here, and a peda-
gogical example appears in Ch. 5.3.1. Let the boundary join C1 and C2, as before.
If W1 is the Wulff shape of the particle embedded in C1 and W2 is that in C2,
then the equilibrium shape is described by the union of (the portion ofW1 remain-
ing in C1 after a displacement of a fraction the boundary energy toward C2) and
(the portion of W2 remaining in C2 after a displacement of the remaining fraction
of the boundary energy toward C1). That is, the equilibrium shape is the union
of two Winterbottom-type shapes. This double Winterbottom construction can be
extended to boundary junctions that join non-deformable boundaries.
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4.2.4 Double Winterbottom Construction:
Deformable Boundaries
A double Winterbottom construction that allows the boundary to deform in
the vicinity of a boundary particle was developed [56] to consider the nucleation
of third-phase particles at isotropic boundaries in R2. The construction fixed the
endpoints of the boundary, giving, for some cases, boundaries forced to curve to
meet theW intersections producing a boundary particle shape.
A non-uniformly curved isotropic boundary in R2 gives gradients in chemical
potential and is therefore an unstable structure. However, numerical calculations
of particles attached to deformable isotropic boundaries in R3 based on the R2
construction applied to specific cases that give non-uniformly curved boundaries
in R2 [57] indicate the complexity of equilibrium configurations in R3 for particles
which are anisotropic.
4.3 Summary
Geometric constructions for the equilibrium shapes of particles embedded with-
in a single phase and particles located to one side of one or more non-deformable
boundaries have been developed prior to this thesis. The existing construction [56]
in R2 for particles attached to deformable boundaries typically gives insufficient
information regarding an equilibrium configuration in R3. Because one cannot
generally predict changes to boundary shape in R3 that occur on particle attach-
ment, finding the equilibrium configuration for a boundary particle is generally
non-trivial [87], and a study involving boundary particle shape must rely on a nu-
merical method.
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Part II
Determination of the Equilibrium
Shapes of Particles Attached to
Deformable Boundaries
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Chapter 5
Compromise in Shape due to
Geometric Constraints
5.1 Geometric Description of Interfaces Between
Crystalline Phases
A crystalline interface has eight degrees of freedom. Five degrees of freedom
are macroscopic: three specify the misorientation between the crystal axes of the
grains meeting at the boundary, and two specify the orientation of the unit normal
to the boundary [88]. Here, it is assumed that the three microscopic translational
degrees of freedom are eliminated by an automatic relaxation of the relative grain
positions.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the geometry of a planar boundary separating two grains
C1 and C2. For this example, the crystal axes of grain C1 are chosen as the reference
axes. Boundary orientation is given by the boundary unit normal defined relative
to the reference axes and requires the specification two geometric variables. The
boundary orientation in the figure is nˆB =
〈
0, 1√3 ,
2√
3
〉
. To simplify the notation for
unit normals, common denominators will be eliminated. For example, the bound-
ary orientation in the figure will be referred to as nˆB = 〈012〉, and the reader can
find nˆB with the knowledge that, as a unit vector, ‖nˆB‖= 1.
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Figure 5.1: Definitions of ~RΦ and nˆB for a planar boundary separating two crystals
C1 and C2. The crystal axes of C1 are taken as the reference axes.
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The crystal axes of grain C2 are related to the reference axes by a rotation
about an axis nˆ001 = 〈001〉 (specification of two variables) by an angle of Φ (one
variable). The crystallographic misorientation that results is given as a vector that
has a magnitude of the misorientation angle and is oriented along the rotation axis.
In Fig. 5.1, ~RΦ = Φ〈001〉.
Often, several ~RΦ can be used to describe the same crystallographic misorien-
tation. The standard convention is to use the description with the smallest value of
Φ. In this work, however, all ~RΦ refer to misorientations about the 〈001〉 direction
of C1.
5.2 Assumptions
The Wulff shape minimizes the interfacial free energy of a fixed volume. As a
result, particles with other shape- or size- dependent free energies can have equi-
librium shapes different from W . For instance, there are examples that assign
energies to edges and corners [89, 90, 91] and determine equilibrium shapes that,
for small particle volumes, deviate from the particle’s W . Generally, an observed
particle shape is dependent on interfacial chemistry [92], disruptions to its internal
structure [47, 93], and kinetic limitations to atomic rearrangements [48].
This thesis presents calculations and geometric constructions that neglect the
above complications to determine the effects of interfaces that are arranged to form
a morphology predicted from the isothermal minimization of interfacial free energy
for a fixed (homogeneous) volume attached to a boundary characterized by ~RΦ,
nˆ
avg
B , and γB(nˆB). The calculations and geometric constructions take the following
simplifying assumptions:
1. An interface can be treated as a continuum to avoid the need to deal directly
with the its atomic structure.
2. Particles remove/contribute only interfacial energy so that there is no contri-
bution from, e.g., elastic energy.
3. Particles have no internal defects such as grain boundaries that depend on
particle shape.
4. Interfacial free energy densities are fixed at a given temperature.
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5. There are no limitations to the full relaxation of boundary particle configu-
rations.
5.3 Straight Boundaries in Two Dimensions
5.3.1 Pedagogical Example
The pedagogical examples in this section demonstrate the construction of par-
ticle shapes attached to deformable boundaries in R2. The first example, illustrated
in Fig. 5.2, is for an isotropic particle attached to a phase boundary. The second,
illustrated in Fig. 5.4, is for an anisotropic particle attached to a grain boundary.
The construction differs from that developed previously [56] in that the boundary
is allowed to relax to an equilibrium morphology.
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1
Figure 5.2: The boundary particle construction in R2 for an isotropic particle at-
tached to a phase boundary. First, W1 and W2 are defined relative to C1. Second,
W1 and W2 are both drawn in Rγ from a common reference. Third, W1 is dis-
placed toward C2, and W2 is displaced toward C1. Fourth, the intersection of the
displaced shapes (defined here as the union of the displaced halves truncated by the
boundary) is the equilibrium shape, and straight boundary line is attached where
the two shapes meet.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: (a) The balance of surface tensions is equivalent to (b) a closed ~ξ
triangle at intersections of interface.
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Consider the phase boundary in Fig. 5.2, and take the crystal axes of grain C1
as the reference axes. Let the Wulff shape of a particle embedded in C1 beW1 and
that in C2 beW2. AlthoughW1 andW2 have the same shape, they are of different
size because the free energy density of particle interface is different on each side
of the boundary—in the example, γC2 = 1.5γC1 .
Each W is traced by a set of ~ξ–vectors. Here, the origin chosen for the ~ξ–
vectors tracing a W is called the Wulff center of that W and marked with a black
circle. In Fig. 5.2, the two W s are circles, and the Wulff centers are taken to
coincide with the centers of the of the circles.
The general construction of a boundary particle shape in R2 involves four steps,
which are numbered in Fig. 5.2 and described in the following:
1. Determine the Wulff shapes as they are oriented in grains C1 and C2.
2. Translate the Wulff centers of each shape to an arbitrary point in Rγ, which
is defined as the space taking directions as crystallographic but length as a
free energy density.
3. Displace W1 and W2 from the origin by ~ξB, the capillarity vector for the
replaced boundary—i.e., for nˆB oriented from C2 to C1, move W1 along
−nˆB andW1 along nˆB until the distance between them is ‖~ξB‖
4. Attach boundary line of unit normal nˆB to the intersection points of the dis-
placedW1 andW2.
For particles embedded in R2, the Wulff shape of the boundary is irrelevant be-
cause the boundary is assumed to be infinite in extent (Ch. 5.2). That is, boundary
curvature is eliminated as a consequence of equilibrium, meaning that boundaries
maintain a fixed nˆB and are therefore described by a single boundary free energy
density.
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Figure 5.4: The boundary particle construction in R2 for an anisotropic particle at
a grain boundary. The construction is analogous to that in Fig. 5.2. In this case, the
W s are squares related by ~RΦ = 45◦, and the orientation of the boundary relative
to C1 is nˆB = 〈01〉.
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For the construction, the boundary and particle interfacial free energy must
be taken from a common reference in Rγ, where units of distance are in [EN-
ERGY/LENGTH] for particles in R2 and [ENERGY/AREA] for particles in R3. If
W1′ and W2′ denote the displaced Wulff shapes, the intersection W1′ ∩W2′ de-
fines the boundary particle shape. Note that the term “intersection” is used here to
describe the union of the displaced halves truncated by the boundary. When the
boundary energy is less than the sum of the two particle interfacial free energies,
partial wetting occurs. Otherwise, the case is one of perfect wetting.
The interface of a boundary particle consists of two portions: one that abuts
grain C1 and another that abuts grain C2. Triple points connect the boundary to
the particle where particle interface in grain C1 meets particle interface in grain
C2. Figure 5.3 shows that a balance of surface tensions at a triple point, which is
required for the equilibrium shape of an isotropic particle attached to an isotropic
boundary, is equivalent to the closure of the~ξ–triangle defined by the three inter-
faces that join at the triple point.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the construction of an anisotropic grain boundary par-
ticle. In this case, the Wulff shapes are the same size and shape but have different
orientations relative to the reference axes. The two W are related through ~RΦ—
W1 and W2 (and grains C1 and C2) have the same orientation when grain C2 is
rotated by −~RΦ, which is simply a magnitude (the angle Φ) in R2. Following the
general construction outlined above and demonstrated for the isotropic case, the
anisotropic boundary particle shape is given as the intersection between the W1
and W2 displaced by~ξGB. When multiple triple points are possible, the equilib-
rium (minimum energy) boundary particle shape is that which gives the smallest
volume in Rγ because
3√V γ ∝ ∆E
where V γ is the Rγ volume and ∆E is the change in the total interfacial free energy
(Appendix D).
5.3.2 Boundary Particle Shape and Boundary Energy
The relative displacement of the orientedW s meeting at a boundary described
by ~ξB (step three of the construction in Ch. 5.3.1) accounts for the changes to
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particle shape due to the removal of boundary energy per unit length of boundary.
This step distributes area along the boundary to balance the (energy reduction on
removing a portion of the boundary) with the (energy created on changing particle
shape). Figure 5.5 illustrates the dependence of the shape of a boundary particle of
fixed area on boundary energy with an isotropic and an anisotropic example.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: The effect of γB on boundary particle geometry. In the Rγ columns,
W1′ ∩W2′ is shaded and similar to the boundary particle shapes of constant area
in R2. As γB is increased: (a) an isotropic boundary particle becomes and increas-
ingly flat lens, and (b) an anisotropic boundary particle can pass through sharp tran-
sitions in shape when an edge is eliminated and retain the same shape for relative
boundary energies above some threshold—in the large boundary energy (bottom)
example of (b), it is not possible to determine the relative boundary energy from
the construction.
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For a fixed nˆB and ~RΦ, boundary energy controls the size of theW intersection
in Rγ. Larger boundary energies reduce W1′∩W2′ because more energy is avail-
able to create particle interface per unit volume of particle. When W1 and W2 are
isotropic (Fig. 5.5(a)), the equilibrium shape changes from a circle in the limit of
zero boundary energy to a lens of vanishing thickness as γGB approaches the sum
of the interfacial free energy densities describing each W . Thus, the equilibrium
shape of an isotropic boundary particle indicates the magnitude of γB relative to the
particle interfacial free energy densities in C1 and C2.
In contrast, it is not always possible to determine the relative boundary energy
from observations of an anisotropic particle shape. While the dihedral angle of the
isotropic particle in Fig. 5.5(a) approaches zero as boundary energy is increased,
the intersections of square W shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5(b) give particle shapes
that change with increasing γB for γB < γthresholdB . The threshold, γthresholdB , is defined
as the lower bound of γB producing a constant shape—i.e., for γB > γthresholdB , the
shape does not change as W1′ ∩W2′ is reduced. Consequently, the condition for
perfect wetting, which occurs when the particle completely replaces the boundary
with two new interfaces, does not generally coincide with a limiting shape of zero
dihedral angle.
The R2 construction, illustrated in Fig. 5.4 and 5.5(b) for anisotropic particles,
allows the shape of the boundary to relax. The boundaries in Fig. 5.5, for instance,
are everywhere straight. Chapters 6.2–6.4 implement this construction numerically
for particles attached to general boundaries embedded in R3.
5.4 Ruffled Boundaries in Three Dimensions
A boundary particle in R2 divides a boundary into independent segments. Each
segment attaches to the particle at a triple point. Generally, the requirements of
particle shape result in non-colinear boundaries at equilibrium (Fig. 5.5(b)).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6: The intersection, W1′ ∩W2′, between two similar octahedral Wulff
shapes where W2 is misoriented from W1 about the 〈001〉 direction of C1 by: (a)
15◦, (b) 30◦, and (c) 45◦. The boundary must attach to complex intersection line,
which is highlighted in the figure.
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In R3, the boundary is contiguous around an attached particle, and it is not
always possible for the boundary to be everywhere flat at equilibrium. Cylinders
with non-circular curved cross-sections and prisms are physical examples of ob-
jects that produce non-planar boundaries—the cross-sections of such objects have
been observed to twist liquid menisci that joined to them [94]. Anisotropic particles
formed by the abutment ofW1 toW2 can likewise require a deformable boundary
to contort around the particle. For example, Fig. 5.6 shows the triple line that a
boundary must attach to for particles with shapes formed by two displaced octa-
hedral W . Equilibrium (for isotropic boundaries) is satisfied when the attached
boundary has a constant mean curvature of zero.
A distorted, or “ruffled”, boundary of average unit normal nˆavgB will have more
area than its projection onto a plane defined by nˆavgB . For boundary particle stability,
the energy created by ruffling must be less than or equal to that removed by the
attached particle. Because an anisotropic boundary particle typically creates, as
well as removes, boundary, the displacement of particle Wulff shapes along nˆavgB
(step three in Ch. 5.3.1) is typically less than the magnitude of the boundary free
energy because the displacement must account for any additional boundary energy
created.
The shapes of the deformable boundary and the boundary particle are interde-
pendent. The displacement in the construction giving an equilibrium configuration
relies on a minimization of the the total interfacial free energy. Because one does
not generally know the amount of boundary energy created when a particle at-
taches to a boundary, one does not generally know the equilibrium displacement
a priori. Consequently, there is no known geometric construction giving an equi-
librium boundary particle configuration in R3. The absence of a known solution
was recently recognized in a study [87] using statistical mechanics for particles in
four-phase systems.
5.4.1 Calculated Examples
General Case of Ruffled Boundaries
Calculations in this thesis minimize the total interfacial free energy for a fixed
volume of particle attached to a boundary in a system of constant T , p, and ~µ.
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Typical results show that, under conditions of partial wetting, anisotropic boundary
particles produce ruffles in planar boundaries. All calculations take the crystal axes
of the grain or phase labeled C1 as the reference axes.
Figure 5.7 shows results of two calculations yielding ruffled boundaries and
one yielding a flat boundary. The flat boundary shown in Fig. 5.7(c) is discussed
in Ch. 5.4.1. The result in Fig. 5.7(a) incorporates a pure 45◦ twist grain bound-
ary, where ~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉 and nˆavgGB = 〈001〉. The Wulff shape of the particle
is an octahedron described by an interfacial free energy density of γ111, and the
free energy of the isotropic grain boundary is less than that of the particle facets,
γGB = 0.75γ111. (Throughout this thesis, the general notation γhkl describes inter-
face of orientation (hkl) reported relative to the local embedding grain.) Pure twist
boundary configurations are discussed further in Ch. 11.2.1.
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Figure 5.7: Numerical results for boundary particles attached to an isotropic bound-
ary of energy γB in R3: (a) a particle for which W is an octahedron attached to a
pure 45◦ twist grain boundary, where γB = 0.75γ111, and γ111 describes the interfa-
cial free energy of the particle facets; (b) a particle for whichW is a cube in C1 and
a sphere in C2, where 1.15γB = 0.75γ100 and γB = 0.5γ, with γ100 and γ describing
the interfacial free energy densities of the {100} and {111} particle orientations,
respectively; (c) a particle attached to a phase boundary for which W1 is an octa-
hedron andW2 is a cube, with 1.15γB = 0.75γ100 and γ100/γ111 = 1.15. Boundary
ruffling is apparent in (a) and (b) and depends on the boundary particle shape as
well as the relative boundary free energy density. The boundary in (c) remains flat.
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Figure 5.7(b) is the result of a calculation for a particle whereW1 is a cube and
W2 is a sphere. This thesis does not report ~RΦ when particle interfacial free energy
is isotropic in one grain and γB is isotropic in nˆB and ~RΦ. The boundary normal in
Fig. 5.7(b) is nˆB = 〈110〉, 1.15γGB = 0.75γ100, and γGB = 0.5γ, where γ100 and γ
are the free energy densities of the equilibrium (cube) particle interface in C1 and
the isotropic (spherical cap) interface C2, respectively.
The configuration in Fig. 5.7(b) could represent a particle attached to a phase
or grain boundary: the Wulff shape of a particle (or its volume in Rγ) may differ in
different phases; on the other hand, single crystal grain boundary particles are fre-
quently observed to form facets in one grain but an isotropic cap in the other [10].
The Wulff shape is a function of the misorientation between the crystal axes of a
crystalline particle and the crystal axes of an embedding grain. If possible, a crys-
talline particle will align to form the W that, relative to the W forming at other
particle-grain misorientations, produces the least interfacial free energy. Generally,
a single crystalline grain boundary particle can align to form this minimal W in
one grain only, leaving the interface in the second grain to form a portion of a W
dependent on the particle-grain misorientation in that grain. Experimentally, this
secondW is often found to be approximately spherical.
Special Case of a Flat Boundary
Figure 5.7(c) shows the equilibrium configuration of a phase boundary particle.
For this case, W1 is an octahedron described by facets of γ111, and W2 is a cube
described by facets of γ100, where γ100/γ111 = 1.15, and γB = 0.75γ111, giving the
same interfacial free energy relationship as in Figs. 5.7(a)–(b). In Fig. 5.7(c), the
boundary orientation is nˆB = 〈110〉, and ~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉.
Fig. 5.7(c) is an example of an anisotropic particle shape that does not ruffle
an isotropic boundary. In this case, one face ofW2 is parallel to the boundary, and
because the interfacial free energy densities describing W2 orientations are larger
than those describingW1 orientations (i.e., γ100 > γ111), the particle reduces energy
by creating only one orientation ofW2 and keeping the boundary flat.
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Conditions for Equilibrium
Figure 5.7 shows approximations to equilibrium. The boundaries have a con-
stant mean curvature (κ) of approximately zero, meaning that displacing any ele-
ment of boundary normal to itself to sweep out a volume δV gives no change in
area. That is, there is no driving force for boundary motion because κ = δA/δV
is zero. Likewise, the boundary particles have constant weighted mean curvatures,
meaning that displacing a particle facet normal to itself gives a change in interfa-
cial free energy that is independent of which facet is displaced. There is, therefore,
no driving force to change shape because κγ = δ(
R
γdA)/δV is a constant for each
particle facet [29].
Because the boundaries in Figs. 5.7(a) and (b) are ruffled minimal (κ = 0)
surfaces and particles contain a limited number of facets, each having a fixed ori-
entation, particle facet-boundary dihedral angles vary with position. This result
supports that of King [95], which shows that, at equilibrium, an isotropic interface
can join to an anisotropic interface over a range of dihedral angles.
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Chapter 6
Methods of Calculation
6.1 The Isotropic-Anisotropic Continuum: A Numerical
Trick
It is difficult to calculate equilibrium shapes of fixed volume described by aniso-
tropic interfacial free energies because interface may locally reorient to reduce
interfacial free energy and, in this way, produce shapes that are metastable be-
cause they are non-convex. For example, consider the metastable shapes shown in
Fig. 6.1. In each case, non-convex features—steps and kinks—are apparent.
Each shape in Fig. 6.1 was calculated by minimizing interfacial free energy for
a fixed volume. Figure 6.1(a) was calculated by applying an interfacial free energy
density with equivalent minima in {111} orientations to a cube, which is a shape
that is often used as input to an energy minimization because it is simple to gener-
ate. Figure 6.1(b) was calculated by applying the same γ(nˆ) to a sphere, which can
be calculated from a given input shape by minimizing area for the volume. Fig-
ure 6.1(c) was calculated by applying the same γ(nˆ) to an isotropic lens attached
to a 15◦ twist boundary.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.1: Examples of metastable shapes that result when anisotropy is applied
directly to a starting configuration. Shapes generated by the application of an in-
terfacial free energy density γ(nˆ) with equivalent minima in {111} orientations to
(a) a cube, (b) a sphere, and (c) an isotropic lens attached to a 15◦ twist boundary.
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To avoid metastable equilibria, anisotropy was gradually introduced into a
boundary particle configuration. That is, a continuous set of interfacial free energy
functions parameterized by the depth of specified minima was applied to particle
interface. This numerical trick allowed the particle to gradually increase the area
of those orientations appearing on the final anisotropic shape and thereby avoid
forming non-convexities.
An example using the trick is given in Fig. 6.3 for the calculation of an octa-
hedron from the γ(nˆ) that produced the metastable shapes in Fig. 6.1. Figure 6.3
shows the shape of the particle for different depths, ∆γB−P, of the interfacial free en-
ergy minima, where ∆γB−P = γ(W sphere)−γ111 describes minima of interfacial free
energy density of γ111 produced from an isotropic reference density of γ(W sphere).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.2: A continuous set of γ(nˆ) that gradually increased the depth of minima
in {111} orientations was applied to create an octahedron. The minima are of
(a) ∆γB−P = 0, (b) ∆γB−P = 0.2γ(W sphere), (c) ∆γB−P = 0.47γ(W sphere), and (d)
∆γB−P = 0.33γ(W sphere).
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The set of interfacial free energy functions applied to particle interface param-
eterize a continuous family of shapes connecting an isotropicW to an anisotropic
one. The symmetric difference between two shapes,
W (αi) ∆W (αi−1) (6.1)
is a method of measuring how similar they are. Equation (6.1) is the union of
the portion of W (αi) that lies outside of W (αi−1) with the portion of W (αi−1)
that lies outside of W (αi). It is equivalent to evaluating the distance between two
surfaces in a volume integral,
W (αi) ∆W (α1) =
Z Z √
( f (nˆ, αi)− f (nˆ, αi−1))2 dA (6.2)
where f (nˆ, α) is the equation of the surface ofW (α), dA is a differential of surface
area, and the integral is taken over the surfaces of the two shapes. In Eqs. (6.1)–
(6.2), αi and αi−1 are successive values of α, which was used to control ∆γB−P
during a calculation.
The set represented by Eq. (6.1) decreases as the shapes converge and gives a
null set when the shapes are identical [96]. For calculations approximating con-
tinuum linking an isotropic solution to a faceted one, decrements in α (increments
to the depth of a minimum) were reduced at least three times during a given mini-
mization to visibly reduce the symmetric difference between calculated shapes.
The numerical trick introduced above has been applied elsewhere [89] to pro-
duce faceted equilibria, and it was used for all R3 boundary particle calculations
in this thesis. A description of the method applying a formulation for γ(nˆ) that
produces W with cubic symmetry is given in Ch. 6.3.2. Results for W of general
symmetry, presented in Ch. 7, differ from the description for cubic shapes only in
the γ(nˆ) that is applied.
6.2 The Surface Evolver Background
The Surface Evolver [97], or Evolver, is a program that, among other things,
numerically finds the energy-minimizing shapes of surfaces under various con-
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straints. A tool for problems involving material interfaces [98], Evolver is used
in this thesis to calculate the equilibrium configurations of anisotropic particles of
fixed volume attached to deformable boundaries in R3, e.g., the results in Fig. 5.7.
Evolver represents a surface as a finite set of points (vertices) connected with
edges to form flat triangular elements. Surfaces are modeled as mathematically
sharp entities, and a discretized surface approximates a continuum as the num-
ber of vertices is increased. The default surface energy density is isotropic and
equal to unity, meaning that the energy of each element is equivalent to its area.
Calculations as in this study necessitate distinct methods for applying anisotropic
interfacial free energies.
As outlined in [97], Evolver triangulates a user-defined approximation to the
geometry of interest. Any element of the triangular mesh can be refined during an
“evolution”. An evolution can be deterministic—e.g., using the gradient descent
method for energy minimization, the equilibrium form of a surface is determined
by displacing each vertex from its current position by a vector proportional to
the force (negative of the gradient in total energy) at the vertex position. Vertices
subject to particular constraints are displaced while attempting to satisfy those con-
straints. For example, the calculations in this work are for surfaces embedded in
R3 subject to the constraints of fixed crystallographic misorientation, boundary
orientation, and particle volume. In practice, this means that the configurations
have degrees of freedom equal to (the total number of vertices multiplied by three
orthogonal translations) less (the number of vertices terminating the boundary far
from the particle) less (one for the volume constraint).
Evolver has a number of advanced features and routines that are useful for
particular problems. Chapter 6.3 shows how crystallography is introduced for this
work by building on the basic description of Evolver presented here.
6.3 Using Energetic Constraints to Specify Geometry
6.3.1 Boundaries
Boundaries Maintain a Fixed nˆavgB
To determine equilibrium particle shapes attached to boundaries that can locally
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reorient, boundaries are constrained to maintain a prescribed average unit normal,
nˆ
avg
B . The implementation of this constraint is equivalent to the following: the
boundary particle is placed inside a cylinder that has an axis parallel to nˆavgB , and
the boundary attaches to the cylinder walls with a 90◦ contact angle. There is a
global constraint preventing changes to nˆavgB but not displacements along nˆ
avg
B .
Boundaries Appear Infinite in Extent
In this work, “infinite” boundaries are large enough that particle-induced ruf-
fling decays before reaching the boundary perimeter. Because boundaries are
isotropic, they are minimal surfaces at equilibrium, meaning that the mean curva-
ture is zero at very point on the boundary. For this reason, the Gaussian curvature,
K , which quantifies the “spread” of unit normal directions per unit area [72, page
215], is used as a local measure of boundary ruffling.
Appendix A demonstrates how K was determined at a boundary point. Calcu-
lations of K show that boundary ruffling is largest in the immediate vicinity of the
particle—particularly at points where particle edges meet the triple junction—and
ruffling diminishes with radial distance (along the average boundary plane) from
the center of the particle.
Distance from the particle to a point on the boundary where K ≈ 0 is found to
be dependent on particle shape, boundary orientation, and the value of γB relative to
the particle interfacial free energy densities [99]. The decay distance, Λ, increases
with both the volume of the particle and 1/γB according to
Λ ∝
(
∆E
γGB
) 1
2
where ∆E is the change in interfacial free energy that occurs when a volume, V , of
boundary particle is formed. In all cases considered, K ≈ 0 at Λ < 3V 1/3, and the
cylinder radius employed in the calculations, r = 8V 1/3, was more than adequate
to model “infinite” boundaries.
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6.3.2 Boundary Particles
Boundary Particles Enclose a Fixed Volume
If the volume of a particle is not fixed during an energy minimization under
conditions of partial wetting, the particle interface would shrink out of existence
to leave a system that contains only the boundary. Eq. (2.2) is minimized when
calculating a particle shape of fixed volume, and Evolver ascribes a pressure—the
Lagrange multiplier for the volume constraint—to the particle.
In the calculations, abutting grains exert no pressure along a boundary. Thus,
the pressure of the boundary particle is equivalent to the change in pressure across
particle interface. This change in pressure balances the surface divergence of the~ξ
describing the particle [78], a quantity defined as the weighted mean curvature [3,
29] in Ch. 4.1.2 and 5.4.1.
Anisotropic Interfacial Free Energies Maintain a Fixed ~RΦ
Many material systems show second-phase particles to topotactically align in
an embedding grain [100]. This observation, discussed further in Ch. 8, is applied
here: boundary particle facets are used to specify the orientation of each crystal
abutting at a boundary—i.e., ~RΦ. For instance, a particle completely defined by
{111} facets will have {111} facets in C1 parallel to the {111} planes of C1 and
{111} facets in C2 parallel to the {111} planes of C2. The misorientation between
the {111} facets in C1 and those in C2 is ~RΦ. Consequently, in this work ~RΦ is
meaningless for boundary particles that are isotropic in one grain and attached to
boundaries that are isotropic in misorientation (Ch. 5.4).
By default, Evolver gives each element M of a discretized interface an energy
of ‖~AM‖γ, where ‖~AM‖ is the area vector of element M and γ is the unit interface
tension. The components of the area vector are ~A = 〈A1,A2,A3〉= ‖~A‖〈n1,n2,n3〉.
Anisotropic particles of fixed volume can be calculated by defining an orientation-
dependent γ(nˆ) to describe each element of particle interface. The total interfacial
free energy for a configuration is a summation over all elements, ∑M ‖~AM‖γ(nˆM) =
∑M γ(~AM).
The following HD1 function was used in Evolver to form shapes of cubic
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symmetry,
γ(nˆ) = (wSS(nˆ)+wPP(nˆ))
(n21 +n
2
2 +n
2
3)3/2
γQ (6.3)
where
S(nˆ) = n41 +n42 +n43 (6.4)
P(nˆ) = (n1n2)2 +(n3n2)2 +(n3n1)2 (6.5)
where wS, wP, and Q are each non-negative. Equation (6.4) is a fourth order poly-
nomial that is applied in this thesis to create interfacial free energy minima in {100}
and {111} orientations. As described below, the anisotropy factor, α, is used with
variables wS, wP, and Q to create anisotropic particle shapes.
Equation (6.3) allows the depth of γ–minima in {100} orientations to be spec-
ified independently from those in {111} orientations. Specification of γ–minima
gives a result with cubic symmetry—i.e., the (100) orientation will have the same
interfacial free energy density as that of (001).
The anisotropy factor, α, is used to control the relative depth of γ(nˆ)–minima
and thus parameterize the continuum of γ(nˆ) connecting an isotropicW to the de-
sired anisotropic result. The anisotropy factor takes values of 0≤ α≤ 1, producing
nearly crystalline shapes with facet free energies of γQ /3 for α = 0. All shapes
calculated in this thesis are nearly crystalline because α has been limited to pro-
duce γ(nˆ) with minima that are shallow to give a finite range of stable orientations.
To facilitate ensuing discussions, nearly crystalline shapes will be called faceted.
Examples of faceted shapes are shown in Figs. 6.2(d) and 6.4(d). For a fixed
volume described by Eq. (6.3), a sphere minimizes interfacial free energy when
2wS = wP, a cube is the minimum energy shape when wS = 1/3 and wS = 2, and
an octahedron is the minimum energy shape when wS = 1 and wS = 0. The rela-
tionship between wS, wP, equilibrium shape, and the γ(nˆ) of orientations appearing
on the equilibrium shape is summarized in Table 6.3.2.
Calculations using Eq. 6.3 give minima in {100} and {111} orientations. Al-
though calculations take the C1 crystal axes as a reference, {100} and {111} refer
to local orientations (as mentioned above) so that,e.g., a discussion of {100} par-
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α = 1 α = 0
wS wP shape energy density shape energy density
2 1 sphere γQ sphere γQ
1+2α
3 2 sphere γQ cube
γQ
3
1 2α sphere γQ octahedron γQ3
Table 6.1: Relationship between wS, wP, equilibrium shape, and the γ(nˆ) of ori-
entations that appear on the equilibrium shape with α, as described by Eq. (6.3).
Variables Q are used to define relative free energies of appearing orientations—for
instance, a boundary particle shape that is a portion of a cube in C1 and a por-
tion of an octahedron in C2 could have Q = 1.15 in C1 and Q = 1 in C2 to give
γ100/γ111 = 1.15, where γ100 describes the free energy of cube facets, and γ111 de-
scribes the free energy of octahedral facets. Here, γ refers to Evolver’s default
surface tension.
ticle facets refers both to those abutting C1 that are parallel to {100} planes of C1
and facets abutting C2 that are parallel to {100} planes of C2.
To illustrate the application of Eq. (6.3) for a shape containing both {100} and
{111} orientations, consider a phase boundary particle formed by portions of two
differentW . Let theW in phase C1 be a cube described by an interface of energy
density γ100, and theW in phase C2 be an octahedron described by an interface of
energy density γ111. To apply relative the interfacial free energies obtained from
observations of Pb single crystals in Al [10], again let γ100 = 1.15γ111.
The energy-minimizing particle shape for this example is obtained by applying
Eq. (6.3) to each element of particle interface: Values of wS and wP producing a
cube at α = 0 (Table 6.3.2) are used with Q = 1.15/(1+ 0.15α) for interface in
C1, and values of wS and wP producing a octahedron at α = 0 are used with Q = 1
for interface in C2. For α = 0, these values give minima of γ(~AM) = 1.15γ‖~AM‖/3
for each element of interface with nˆ = 〈100〉 = nˆ100 in phase C1, and γ(~AM) =
γ‖~AM‖/3 for each element with nˆ = 〈111〉 = nˆ111 in phase C2. The unit normal
notation is defined in Ch. 5.1.
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Figure 6.3: To determine the shape of a particle attached to a specified boundary,
boundary position was fixed relative to Evolver’s reference frame, the portion of
the particle in C1 was rotated relative to that in C2 to define the crystallographic
misorientation (relative to C1), and both portions of the particle were then rotated
relative to the boundary to define the average boundary orientation (relative to C1).
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Because Eq. (6.3) produces shapes with equilibrium orientations defined rela-
tive to Evolver’s reference frame, direct application of Eq. (6.3) gives boundaries
of zero misorientation—e.g., configurations where the {100} orientations of C1
and C2 are parallel. Crystallographic misorientation was specified by rotating the
normal components n1, n2, n3 for the energy density of each element (Eq. (6.3)) in
one phase (or grain) relative to those of the other by ~RΦ, a Rodrigues rotation ma-
trix. The orientation of the two phases (or grains) relative to the boundary was then
specified by a second rotation of normal components—this time the rotation was
applied to the normal components of Eq. (6.3) describing interface in both phases
(or grains). Figure 6.3 uses a grain boundary particle formed by two W that are
identical truncated octahedra to demonstrate the successive rotations. Details are
given in Appendix B.
6.4 An Energy-Minimizing Sequence
6.4.1 Introducing Anisotropy into an
Isotropic Boundary Particle Shape
This thesis uses the following four steps to evolve the equilibrium shape of an
anisotropic boundary particle attached to an isotropic boundary:
1. Replace Evolver’s default tension with γB for elements of boundary and
forms of Eq. (6.3) for elements of particle interface using the {wS,wP,Q }
combination that gives the desired set of relative interfacial free energies on
each side of the boundary.
2. Set α = 1 to create the shape of an isotropic boundary particle (a lens).
3. Decrement α in small steps, re-calculating the equilibrium shape after each
decrement, until α = 0.
4. Repeat steps 2–3 for a total of three times, perturbing the surface between
the repeats.
Fig. 6.4 shows images taken during an evolution for a particle of truncated
octahedral W attached to a pure 15◦ twist isotropic grain boundary, where nˆavgGB =
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〈001〉 with respect to grain C1. The boundary tension is the same for all images,
0.75γGB = γ111, where γ111 refers to the {111} facets that result for α = 0.
Fig. 6.4(a) shows the coarse approximation to the boundary particle shape (a
cube) given as input to Evolver. Fig. 6.4(b) shows the lenticular boundary particle
of fixed volume calculated for α = 1 (dihedral angle, 2θ = 166◦). Fig. 6.4(c) shows
the α = 0.7 shape, where the particle has not quite formed broad {100} and {111}
orientations but still produces boundary ruffles where orientations sufficiently dis-
tanced on a unit sphere (i.e., interfacial orientations that are not neighbors on a unit
sphere) meet at the boundary. Fig. 6.4(d) shows the α = 0 shape, where the particle
is faceted and the facet energy densities are given in Table 6.3.2.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.4: A typical evolution in Evolver, shown here for a truncated octahedron
attached to a pure 15◦ twist boundary. Briefly: (a) the initial approximation to the
equilibrium boundary particle configuration; (b) the isotropic shape evolved from
(a); (c) the anisotropic shape resulting from α = 0.7; (d) top, the anisotropic shape
at α = 0, and bottom, a “jiggled” shape that was used to test stability.
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A “jiggled” shape, defined in Ch. 6.4.4, is shown below the faceted form in
Fig. 6.4(d). Shapes calculated for successive α (neighboring shapes) are addressed
in Ch. 6.4.3. Brief details of the calculation are given in Ch. 6.4.2.
6.4.2 Initial Iterations and Surface Operations
In this thesis, a “good” mesh is defined as one that does not produce configu-
rations that are “stuck” due to, for instance, regions of crowded vertices. A good
triangulated mesh is often formed of equiangular elements, and the input surface
(Fig. 6.4(a)) was constructed so that when Evolver triangulates the surface, a nearly
equiangular mesh results.
During calculations, a number of Evolver techniques were used to promote
mesh uniformity. Vertex spacing was checked by vertex averaging, which weights
centroids of facets meeting at a vertex by facet area to give a new vertex position,
and equiangulation, which takes the polygon defined by two adjacent elements and
switches the diagonal defined by the edge connecting them if a more equiangulated
configuration would result. In addition, maximum and minimum areas and edge
lengths were defined so as to weed (delete) tiny triangles and edges in addition to
refining larger ones.
The dimensions of the particle in the input configuration were established to
satisfy the volume constraint (Ch. 6.3.2) to avoid necessary adjustments prior to an
energy minimization. The gradient descent method, briefly described in Ch. 6.2,
was used to calculate a lenticular particle (Fig. 6.4(b)) for each of the three times
α = 1 in an evolution. The gradient descent method was used at these times be-
cause the α = 1 solution is calculated from an input (Fig. 6.4(a)) or jiggled (bottom
of Fig. 6.4(d)) configuration that is far from equilibrium, and other minimization
methods, discussed in Ch. 6.4.3, are not suited to highly non-equilibrium states.
6.4.3 Convergence
Because the equilibrium configuration is generally not known a priori, there
is currently no method to determine whether a configuration is converged. There
are examples [97] of catenoid surfaces that appear converged but are in fact slowly
approaching an energetic minimum, or even a saddle point in energy, that is several
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iterations away.
To speed the approach to a minimum, the conjugate gradient method was used
with a moderately refined mesh. Use of the method requires that the energy change
continuously during a minimization, and because the it can be ineffective when a
configuration is far from equilibrium, it was not used for input or jiggled config-
urations as in Fig. 6.4. The conjugate gradient method converges more quickly
because, rather than taking orthogonal steps along an energy surface (gradient de-
scent method), it takes steps that are “conjugate” to one another. In Evolver, the
method builds a “history” vector that reduces the need to retrace steps along the
energy surface [97].
The conjugate gradient method was used for the calculation of configurations
with α < 1. Because changes to properties of a configuration may change the en-
ergy surface, previously traced directions may need to be retraced. For this reason,
the history vector was erased on each α decrement by toggling the conjugate gra-
dient method off and then on again.
6.4.4 Stability
It is possible for an Evolver calculation to produce a configuration that is only
in a local equilibrium. Generally, there is no guarantee that a global minimum is
calculated. “Jiggling” (Fig. 6.4) is an Evolver technique that randomly displaces
non-fixed vertices by amounts no greater than a user-defined maximum (given as a
multiple of the mean edge length). Jiggling is useful for testing the relative stability
of a configuration because it perturbs the surface from its current state.
To be effective, the amplitude of the perturbations should remove a configura-
tion from its current equilibrium without changing the topology of (destroying) the
surface. For this work, edge length was made a monotonically increasing function
of distance from the particle, and a maximum of 5–6% the mean edge length was
a sufficient amplitude. Configurations were converged, jiggled, and re-converged
three times to ensure that Evolver produced the same equilibrium configuration
from random starting points. Jiggling a converged shape with smaller perturba-
tions (2-3% the mean edge length) was another method used to check the stability
of a configuration. An example is shown in Fig. 6.4(d). In this case, the energy
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of a jiggled shape was minimized without changing α, and the minimization re-
converged to the original anisotropic shape.
The Hessian, the symmetric matrix of second derivatives of the energy, was
another useful tool for testing stability. When a configuration is not at a saddle
point and there are barriers to all energetic minima nearby, the Hessian is positive
definite. Because equilibrium requires that perturbations to an interface increase
the interfacial free energy under a given set of constraints, a Hessian that is not
positive definite indicates that equilibrium has not been attained because there is
no barrier to changes in configuration that decrease energy.
All positive eigenvalues indicate a positive definite Hessian. Eigenvalues that
become negative indicate the appearance of modes of instability. Eigenvalues were
therefore checked during an evolution to test the stability of a configuration.
The Hessian was also used in conjunction with the conjugate gradient method
to speed convergence. To decrease the error in an approximation to a real configu-
ration, interfaces were refined further in the final stages of an evolution. Because a
good triangular mesh was kept throughout an evolution, perturbations during Hes-
sian minimizations were restricted to lie normal to an interface at a vertex to reduce
unnecessary searches for reductions in energy.
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Chapter 7
Generalizations
The methods in Ch. 6.3 rely on algebraic expressions for γ(nˆ) that have limited
utility because they can only produce anisotropic shapes with cubic symmetry can
be produced. This chapter gives a general method for defining a γ(nˆ) that can be
used to describe aW of any symmetry.
7.1 The Convex Surface Tension and its Relation to itsW
Every γ(nˆ) has a unique W , but a single W can be derived from an infinite
number of γ(nˆ). Physical equilibria depend only on W . This result follows from
the surface tension function that can be derived directly from W by equating the
energy per unit projected area of any orientation that does not appear on W with
the sum of the energy contributions of facets that join at a corner or edge which
can be combined to give the same average orientation.
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Figure 7.1: The convex surface tension construction builds γconvex(W ) fromW by
intersecting spheres with the γ(nˆ) origin and points corresponding to the energy of
facets that meet along a corner. The outer envelope of the spheres gives γconvex(W )
(top left), which is the lower bound of all γ(W ) giving W (top right). For inter-
face described by γconvex(W ), the energy density of an orientation absent fromW
cannot be reduced by the local formtion of steps from adjacent equilibrium orien-
tations with dimensions equal to the projection of interfacial area onto the adjacent
W interface. Considering only interfacial free energies, one member of an infinite
set of stepped structures is shown in the figure for the fixed average orientation
indicated.
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This convex surface tension function (Fig. 7.1) puts the energy density of any
(non-appearing) orientation on a sphere that has one point at the origin and is tan-
gent to γ(nˆ) at any facet orientation, reproducing the Tangent Sphere construction
of Herring [24]. The minimal interfacial free energy density is thus defined for any
polyhedralW by the outer envelope of spheres sharing the γ(nˆ) origin and meeting
at cusps defined by the intersections of two (orthogonal to W edges) or more (at
W facets) spheres.
The minimal surface energy density is convex in the sense that the energy of any
orientation cannot be further reduced by replacement with any other orientations
which, when combined, preserve the original orientation. Interfaces that attain
their convex energy with fixed nˆavgB as the only constraint will have no driving
force to change morphology. Fig. 7.1 shows one member of an infinite set of
stepped structures that are energetically equivalent to a boundary of nˆavgB . If the
average orientation constraint is relaxed, driving forces to rotate the interface into
minimum energy orientations, torques, can exist. For interface enclosing a fixed
(isolated) volume, the Wulff shape results becauseW gives the smallest interfacial
free energy to volume ratio.
For demonstrations in this chapter, let the convex energy functions (represent-
ing the minimum energy density functions) be called γconvex(W ). Different γ(nˆ)
that have the same W will be called equivalent or in the equivalence class γ(W )
and denoted γ(W ) or γW (nˆ). All equivalent γ(W ) must lie outside γconvex(W ) ex-
cept at facet orientations where they must coincide. It is necessary that any γ(W )
have cusps at least as “sharp” as those of γconvex(W ).
For numerical equilibrium calculations as in Ch. 6.2–6.4, any member of aW ’s
equivalence class should give an identical result because the numerical method
automatically “convexifies” γ(W )—for an interface that does not enclose a fixed
volume, the method creates any nˆavgB from nearby orientations ofW in proportions
that map the resultant energy to the convexified surface tension, γconvex(W )|nˆavgB .
7.2 Algebraic Formulations for an Instance of γ(W )
To produce energetically favorable orientations, γW (nˆ) are constructed from
functions that have minima at specified nˆ. The precise shape of a γW (nˆ) depends
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on how the “distance” between nˆ and an energy minimum orientation is quantified.
Generally, reconstructions of observed crystalline W do not require the detailed
knowledge of the shapes of plots of the interfacial free energy density. However,
exact γW (nˆ), or portions of them, are necessary for W that contain contiguous
orientations of interface and for changes toW with an intensive variable.
The general method of forming a γW (nˆ) that takes distance from specified
minima as a parameter is given here:
1. Choose the orientations of γW (nˆ) minima.
2. Choose a metric to describe χ(nˆ), the distance between the orientations of
these minima and an arbitrary orientation.
3. Use χ(nˆ) with γ(W sphere), the isotropic surface tension that results in the
absence of minima, to define a γW (nˆ) that is HD1.
A γW (nˆ) is formulated by considering, for every orientation nˆ, the distance
between nˆ and each minima weighted by the depth of the minima relative to an
isotropic reference of radius γ(W sphere). When there is only one minimum, located
at nˆfixed, the formulations can take the following form,
γ(~A,η) = Aγ(W sphere)
[
1−η
(
tmax−χ(nˆ)
tmax− tmin
)]
= Aγ(W sphere) [1−ηT (nˆ)]
(7.1)
where η determines the depth of the minimum relative to γ(W sphere), and χ(nˆ) is
the distance (taken according to an as of yet unspecified metric) between a point
γ(W sphere)nˆ onW sphere and γ(W sphere)nˆfixed. Variables tmax and tmin are the maxi-
mum and minimum possible χ(nˆ) values, giving T (nˆ) = 1 when nˆ points directly
toward the minimum and T (nˆ) = 0 when nˆ points directly opposite the minimum.
Equation (7.1) is generally an approximation to a single-facetW , and the con-
vexified γW (nˆ) is defined by the outer envelope of spheres passing through the
origin and adjacent minima. For the non-polyhedralW above, one minimum gen-
erates a broad facet and a nearby continuous set of minima generates the smoothly
curved portion ofW . Equation (7.1) is an approximation if the γ(nˆ) do not match,
exactly, the set of minima producing the curved portion ofW .
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When γ(nˆ, η) contains multiple minima, the a factor that specifies the reduction
in energy must account for the proximity and depth of neighboring minima. In
this case, the single distance must be replaced with a summation over all minima
weighted by a factor that yields the desired reduction in energy for a fixed η
γ(~A, η) = Aγ(W sphere)
(
1−η
m
∑
i=1
ωiTi(nˆ)
)
(7.2)
where m is the total number of minima, ωi shifts minimum i to the desired depth,
Ti(nˆ) denotes (tmax − ti(nˆ))/(tmax − tmin), and ti(nˆ) is the distance between nˆ and
the orientation of minimum i.
For a set of symmetry-related minima—i.e., minima of equal depth with iden-
tical arrangements of neighboring minima—ωi is a constant, and the following
example in R2 demonstrates the utility of Eu. (7.2). Let Eq. 7.2 converge to the
equivalence class of a square W with {10} facets (m = 4) at η = 0 Let ti(nˆ) for
this example be taken with the Euclidean metric, given as the length of the chord
connecting general points γ(W sphere)nˆ to orientations on γ(W sphere). For the nˆ that
point along the a {10} minima orientation,
γ(~A, η)|nˆ=〈10〉 = γ(W sphere)A
[
1−ηω
(
1+
2−√2
2
+
2−√2
2
+0
)]
(7.3)
The anisotropic limit, defined as η = 1, can be specified with ω. (In terms of the
anisotropy factor in Ch. 6.1 and 6.4, η = 1−α.) Equation (7.3) shows that if,
for instance, nˆ points toward the (10) minimum, the interfacial free energy at that
minimum is not influenced by the minimum at (10) but is slightly influenced by
the (01) and (01) minima.
For two distinct minima occurring along nˆ1 and nˆ2, the expression relating ω2
to ω1 can be determined from
R12 =
γ(nˆ1, η)
γ(nˆ2, η)
(η = fixed) (7.4)
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where R12 is the magnitude of γ(nˆ1, η) relative to γ(nˆ2, η). Solving for ω2,
ω2 =
ω1 [1−R12T2(nˆ1)]+ 1η [R12(1−q2)− (1−q1)]
[R12−T2(nˆ1)] (7.5)
The q1 and q2 are positive constants corresponding to the remainder of the summa-
tions in γ(nˆ1, η) and γ(nˆ2, η). This expression shows that it becomes increasingly
difficult (ω2 must be very large) to satisfy Eq. (7.4) both in the isotropic limit
(η = 0) and as the distance between the minima of nˆ1 and nˆ2 approaches R12. The
expression also shows that the value of ω2 reflects the effect of neighboring min-
ima. If γ(nˆ1, η) > γ(nˆ2, η), a smaller ω2 is needed when q2 is large because this
implies that nˆ2 is close to very deep or several minima that reduce γ(nˆ2, η). Direct
control over multiple distinct sets of minima may require an iterative solution to a
set of equations resulting from Eq. (7.2) because adjusting ωi for one set of minima
can affect the relative depth of all minima.
7.3 An Example: Straight-Line Distance Between
Points on the Unit Sphere
Consider two orientations nˆ and nˆfixed, where nˆfixed denotes the orientation of
a γW (nˆ) minimum. The distance between these orientations could be taken as, for
instance, the geodesic, chord, or a projection of the chord that connects them.
Not all measures of distance work correctly. Projections of chords along, for in-
stance, the diameter of γ(W sphere) yield sphericalW—i.e., the set of~ξ that results
from taking the gradient of γW (~A) with respect to ~A is not useful for anisotropic
shapes because it always traces a sphere that is displaced along −nˆfixed. The
measures of distance that do work do not generally give the exact same results—
although different quantifications of χ(nˆ) can produce γ–minima of specified dep-
ths in specified orientations, the shape of the minima, and thus the number and
relative amounts of low energy orientations onW , can differ.
Only results from using the chord distance will be shown here because calcu-
lations using the formulations developed with geodesics and angular distances are
more computationally intensive. Details of formulations using these other metrics
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are reported elsewhere [101].
When quantified as the magnitude of a chord, χ(nˆ) uses the Euclidean metric,
where χ(nˆ) = ‖nˆfixed− nˆ‖. Consider the following example in R2. This χ(nˆ) gives
γW (~A,η) = Auγ
[
1−η(1− v2)]
u =
√
n21 +n
2
2
v =
√
2− 2n1
u
(7.6)
for nˆfixed = 〈10〉. The corresponding~ξ is
~ξW (nˆ,η) =
〈−n22η
2u2v
+
(
1+η
( v
2
−1
)) n1
u
,
n1n2η
2u2v
+
(
1+η
( v
2
−1
)) n2
u
〉
(7.7)
Equation (7.6) calculates a shape in R2 with a single facet. AlthoughW with a
single facet connected by a point (an edge in R3) to a smoothly curved (i.e., rough)
portion of interface is artificial, it is used for the example because it is a useful test
case.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.2: Plots of γ(W ) and ~ξ(W ) calculated using χ(nˆ) defined as a chord
between an arbitrary orientation and orientations of γ(W )–minima: (a) γW (nˆ)–plot
with minima in 〈100〉, 〈111〉, [101], [101], [101], [101], [011], [011], [011], and [011]
directions, (b) the particle W calculated from (a), (c) γW (nˆ)–plot with minima in
〈110〉, [100], [100], [010], and [010] directions, (d) the particle W calculated from
(c).
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Figure 7.2 illustrates the utility of the χ(nˆ) based on a chord for calculations
of W in R3. The figure gives two examples of γW (nˆ) that, when applied using
the Evolver methods in Ch. 6.1–6.4, calculate W with various symmetry. The
first example is given in Fig. 7.2(a)-(b) and shows a shape with facets in {110},
(100), (100), (010), and (010) orientations; the second is given in Fig. 7.2(c)-
(d) and shows a shape with facets in {100}, {111}, and (101), (101), (101),
(101), (011), (011), (011), and (011) orientations. Both cases produce shapes
with 4/m 2/m 2/m point group symmetry.
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Part III
Calculated Results and Their
Implications
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Chapter 8
Boundary Particle Shapes in
Dilute Pb-Al Systems
This chapter is a motivation for Chs. 9–11, which give numerical results simi-
lar to boundary particle shapes observed through transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) in dilute lead-aluminum alloys [50, 100]. Consider the micrograph in
Fig. 8.1(a), which is a planar projection of a Pb boundary particle attached to an Al
grain boundary that rumples around the particle. It is not clear that boundary distor-
tion is due entirely to the particle shape, but the numerical result in Fig. 8.1(b) that
approximates the configuration shows the particle to rumple the boundary. Nearly
all boundary particles in the Pb-Al system are observed as in the figure—single
crystals that are fully faceted to one side of the boundary but curved (rough) to the
other.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: (a) A TEM micrograph of a Pb grain boundary particle in Al. The
particle is a single crystal and forms {111} facets in the top grain and a spheri-
cal cap in the bottom grain. Thickness fringes mark variations to the inclination
of boundary and thus characterize the boundary distortion. (Courtesy of Tamara
Radetic, NCEM, LBNL.) (b) A calculated particle that forms {111} facets in C1
and a spherical cap in C2. The relative interfacial free energies for the calculation
are γB = 0.5γ(W sphere) and γB = 0.75γ111. Both (a) and (b) show the boundary to
rumple around the particle.
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Boundary particle calculations apply to a number of material systems [47, 100,
102]. The Pb-Al system is particularly well-suited for comparison with equilibrium
calculations for the following reasons [100]:
1. Both Pb and Al have face-centered cubic crystal structures, and the Pb par-
ticles topotactically align so that {111} particle and matrix orientations are
parallel, giving nearly atomically smooth interfaces.
2. At room temperature, Al vacancies are sufficient in number and mobility
to give “strain-free” configurations for small Pb particles, despite the inco-
herency that results from a lattice parameter mismatch of ∼22%.
3. The system has been studied extensively and is well-characterized.
20 nm
  
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.2: (a) The truncated octahedron calculated with Wulffman [103] that re-
sults for an aspect ratio of 1.15. The shape is oriented to show the {100} and {111}
facet positions when viewed near a 〈110〉 axis. (b) Observations of Pb nanoparti-
cles embedded within a single grain of Al imaged along a 〈110〉 zone axis indicate
that γ100/γ111 ≈ 1.15. (Courtesy of Lihua Zhang, NCEM, LBNL.)
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The Wulff shape of a single crystal of Pb embedded in Al is a truncated octa-
hedron, which has cubic symmetry and is defined by eight {111} and six {100}
facets (Fig. 8.2(a)). Because the time necessary for reaching an equilibrium shape
increases rapidly with particle size [104], small (10−−30 nm) particles are typi-
cally used for interfacial free energy measurements. The relative heterophase in-
terfacial free energies taken from Pb particles in Al with shapes attributed to a
minimum in interfacial free energy are reported [50] as γ100/γ111 ≈ 1.15.
The Pb particle in Fig. 8.2(a) is imaged close to a 〈110〉 axis. As shown in
Fig. 8.2(a), the perimeter of the faceted portion of the particle is then defined by
(100) facets (seen nearly edge-on) and edges of (111) facets. (The particles are not
typically imaged directly along 〈110〉 in order to diminish the influence of the Al
matrix [100].)
The following chapters demonstrate the influence of interfacial free energy and
geometry on heterogeneous nucleation, microstructural torques, and the spatial dis-
tribution of anisotropic boundary particles—results that can be compared directly
to Pb boundary particles in Al and boundary particles in other systems where a
minimization of interfacial free energy determines particle shape (e.g., for small
particle volumes that produce little, if any, strain energy).
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Chapter 9
Equilibrium Configurations for
Heterogeneous Nucleation
9.1 Brief Review of Heterogeneous Nucleation
Simple models of homogeneous nucleation at constant T take the reduction
in chemical free energy accompanying the formation of a volume of new phase
as the only driving force and the creation of new interface as the only restraint.
The nucleation barrier that results, ∆G∗, holds under the assumption that other
contributions to the energy, e.g., those from elastic strains, are negligible.
A probability factor exponentially dependent on the barrier, exp(−∆G∗/kT ),
governs the nucleation rate and the induction time for establishing steady-state nu-
cleation at small undercoolings [60]. Microstructural features such as grain size
and particle distribution, which influence the properties (e.g., mechanical and elec-
trical) and thus performance of a material in applications, are often dependent on
the nucleation rate.
Generally, ∆G∗ is reduced through heterogeneous nucleation, which occurs
when nuclei remove free energy due to existing defects. For instance, the nucle-
ation barrier for an isotropic grain boundary particle (consisting of identical por-
tions of spheres) is a fraction, f (θ), of that for its homogeneous analogue (a sphere
embedded within a single grain) for an equivalent driving force and equivalent in-
terfacial free energies. The fraction is f (θ) = 12(1− cosθ)2(2+ cosθ), which is
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dependent on the decrease in boundary energy relative to the increase in particle
interfacial energy through 2θ, the dihedral angle.
Chapters 9.2–9.5 examine the effect of anisotropic interfacial free energy on
the heterogeneous nucleation barrier for particles attached to grain boundaries, het-
erophase interfaces, and interface junctions. Results in these sections hold for small
particles that nucleate incoherently (i.e., particles that do not modify elastic energy)
when thermal fluctuations are negligible and boundary energy is isotropic in both
nˆB and ~RΦ. These assumptions are, in most cases, not realistic, but they allow the
isolation of the effect of particle anisotropy on the nucleation barrier.
9.2 Effect of Particle Anisotropy on Nucleation Barriers
Many examples show the nucleation barrier to be influenced by the shape a
particle takes as well as where it nucleates [53, 54]. The homogeneous nucleation
barrier, ∆G∗HOM, is minimized when a particle assumes its Wulff shape.
Members of continuous families of W can give different ∆G∗HOM and, as a
result, different nucleation kinetics. For example, a study [53] following observa-
tions [105] of zinc alloys showed the steady-state nucleation rate to increase by
a factor of ∼1025 relative to an isotropic particle for ellipsoidal W of increasing
eccentricity. This study used the interfacial free energy density of the isotropic
particle as the maximum in the ellipsoidal γ(nˆ)–plots.
Figure 7 from [67] considers flat grain boundaries to show that the heteroge-
neous nucleation barrier, ∆G∗HET, of an isotropic particle decreases from replacing
a grain boundary to a grain edge formed by three boundaries to a grain corner
formed by four boundaries, for identical grain boundary free energies that are not
large enough to produce perfect wetting. A portion of the plot is reproduced in
Fig. 9.1 for an isotropic grain boundary particle formed by portions ofW sphere and
demonstrates that, for this particle, ∆G∗HET → ∆G∗HOM as γGB → 0 and ∆G∗HET → 0
as γGB → 2γ(W sphere).
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Figure 9.1: Reduction in the nucleation barrier for an isotropic particle at a flat
boundary relative to the nucleation barrier for the particle within a single grain
as the condition for perfect wetting is approached, i.e., as γB/2γ(W sphere) → 1,
after [67]
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It is instructive to rebuild Fig. 9.1 to consider the effect of anisotropy. Here,
the nucleation of a faceted boundary particle is compared to the homogeneous
nucleation of a sphere. To facilitate later discussions involving changes in shape
for a fixed boundary energy, a third axis is added to the plot to allow variations
in the Wulff shape of the particle (i.e., the shape the particle would take if it were
removed from the boundary and located within a single grain).
Consider a particle that nucleates homogeneously in grains C1 and C2 as a
parallelepiped with two square facets of γSQ(W plpd) and four rectangular facets of
γRC(W plpd), where γSQ(W plpd) ≤ γRC(W plpd). Examples of the shape are shown
in Fig. 9.2. The distance between the square facets is proportional to γSQ(W plpd),
and W plpd describes a family of shapes bounded by a cube and a square plate of
infinitesimal thickness.
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Figure 9.2: Variation inW plpd for different values of 1≥ γSQ(W plpd)γRC(W plpd) ≥ 0, calculated
with Wulffman [103]. The square (SQ) facets are magenta and the rectangular ones
(RC) are cyan. (a) γSQ(W plpd) = γRC(W plpd) produces a cube, (b) γSQ(W plpd) =
0.50γRC(W plpd) produces a shape with four rectangular facets having dimensions
of s× 0.50s, and (c) γSQ(W plpd) = 0.05γRC(W plpd) produces a shape with four
rectangular facets having dimensions of s×0.05s.
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(b)
Figure 9.3: Heterogeneous nucleation barrier for a particle with a parallelepipedW
with two square facets at a boundary relative to: (a) the homogeneous nucleation
of a sphere and (b) the heterogeneous nucleation of a lens (isotropic particle) at the
same boundary. In both cases, the isotropic interfacial free energy is γRC(W plpd) =
0.7γ(W sphere), and the boundary acts as a mirror plane oriented parallel to the
square facets.
Attach this particle to a grain boundary oriented parallel to the low energy
square facets of W plpd. Let the boundary act as a mirror plane, so that the grain
boundary particle shape is a cube in the limit of γGB → 0 but a slab with one set of
parallel square facets for 0 < γGB < 2γSQ(W plpd). Fig. 9.3 shows two plots: one
gives ∆G∗HET for W plpd relative to ∆G∗HOM for an isotropic particle (a sphere de-
scribed by W sphere and nucleating in a single grain), and the other gives ∆G∗HET
forW plpd relative to ∆G∗HET for an isotropic particle (a lens nucleating at the same
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boundary as the parallelepiped particle). In both plots, the isotropic interfacial free
energy density is 0.7γ(W sphere) = γRC(W plpd). The first plot is an anisotropic ana-
logue to the portion in Fig. 7 of [67] describing boundary replacement. The second
plot is of interest for this thesis.
Because ∆G∗ is dependent on the Wulff shape, it is a function of W . This
is illustrated in Fig. 9.3(a), where variations in ∆G∗HET(W plpd)/∆G∗HOM(W sphere)
with γGB/2γSQ(W plpd) are shown for each member of W plpd. In the figure, the
homogeneous nucleation barrier for parallelepipeds relative to that of a sphere is
described along γGB = 0. The homogeneous (γGB = 0) case has been studied [54]
for applications in nickel-aluminum and copper-cobalt alloys, although the nor-
malizations in those studies were reported relative to the homogeneous nucleation
barrier for a cube of γRC(W plpd) rather than a sphere. The heterogeneous nu-
cleation barrier for the a particle formed by portions of cubes is described along
γSQ(W plpd) = γRC(W plpd). Other points on the surface in the plot correspond to
the heterogeneous nucleation of a parallelepiped relative to the homogeneous nu-
cleation of a sphere. In all cases, ∆G∗HET(W plpd)<∆G∗HOM(W sphere), meaning that
the faceted boundary particles nucleate more easily in this example.
It is convenient to consider normalizations to a heterogeneous nucleation ref-
erence to determine the effect of W on the reduction in the nucleation barrier at
a fixed γGB. That is, it is convenient to consider ∆G∗HET(W plpd)/∆G∗HET(W sphere)
rather than ∆G∗HET(W plpd)/∆G∗HOM(W sphere). Figure 9.3(b) uses this normaliza-
tion and thus differs from Fig. 9.3(a) in that the heterogeneous nucleation barrier at
a given γGB is normalized to the heterogeneous nucleation barrier of a sphere at that
γGB. The plot shows that the faceted boundary particles nucleate more easily than
the isotropic ones, the relative heterogeneous nucleation barrier is more strongly
dependent on γSQ(W plpd)/γRC(W plpd) than γGB for γGB < 1.76γSQ(W plpd). The
strong dependence on γSQ(W plpd) occurs because the boundary is replaced with
two interfaces of γSQ(W plpd). Heterogeneous normalizations relative to isotropic
boundary particles are applied again in the following sections.
9.3 Previous Work
Aaronson and Aaron [106] have shown that: (1) the heterogeneous nucleation
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barrier for boundary particles with equilibrium shapes that are spherical caps con-
taining one low energy facet that does not intersect the boundary is less than that
for those that are fully isotropic, and (2) the reduction in the barrier is invariant to
which orientation (that does not produce a facet-boundary intersection) the facet
takes. They concluded the same for particles with one set of parallel facets.
Their work followed detailed observations [51] of cellular precipitation for
boundary tin particles in lead and was one of the first attempts to quantify effects
of boundary particle anisotropy on nucleation. Later numerical investigations of
Lee and Aaronson [56, 57] concluded that, for these cases, the maximum reduc-
tion in the heterogeneous nucleation barrier occurs when facets do not intersect the
boundary.
The observations [51] indicated that, when facet-boundary intersections occur,
the boundary distorts to accommodate them. Lee and Aaronson [57] applied finite
difference methods to calculate boundary particle configurations, with patches of
catenoid (zero mean curvature) surface approximating the “Tu-Turnbull ‘pucker-
ing’ ” required for a critical nucleus with known oriented W s. For each case, the
boundary was assumed isotropic in nˆB.
Lee and Aaronson obtained their results by adapting configurations found to
minimize energy for boundary particles of fixed volume attached to a boundary
with fixed endpoints embedded in R2 [56] as input for calculations in R3 [57].
Variational calculus was applied to the integral of the sum of (the change in chem-
ical free energy) and (the change in interfacial free energy) over a region bounded
by the closed curve defining the particle/boundary junction to find the energy-
minimizing particle shape. The additional boundary area required to accommodate
the particle shape was determined by minimizing an integral representing bound-
ary area with the equation of a catenoid over the region extending from the par-
ticle/boundary junction to the curve defining the locus of points where catenoid
surface met the original boundary plane tangentially. This outer curve was de-
fined so as to build the boundary with those catenoid surfaces adding the minimum
area [57].
The configurations calculated by Lee and Aaronson show that the heteroge-
neous nucleation barrier for a particle with a single facet (∆G∗HET(W 1−facet)) can
exceed that of an unfaceted nucleus (∆G∗HET(W sphere)) under identical conditions
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when the curved portions of the nuclei are, in each case, described by the same
isotropic interfacial free energy density.
In Ch. 9.4, an analysis using numerical methods developed in Ch. 6.1–6.4
that approximate an equilibrium solution by stepping through solutions for lesser
anisotropy (where the symmetric difference between solutions can be considered
negligible) agree that for cases where the difference between the interfacial free en-
ergy densities of the isotropic particle interface and the facet is small, the lenticular
particles have the smaller nucleation barrier, ∆G∗HET(W 1−facet)>∆G∗HET(W sphere).
Thus, results show that, although the interfacial free energy density of a facet ori-
entation may be less than γ(W sphere), faceting may be suppressed (lenticular parti-
cles form) if the necessary boundary distortion produces a relatively large amount
of boundary energy.
9.4 Extension of Previous Work
9.4.1 Nucleation Barrier Contour Maps
The results from this work plotted in Fig. 9.4 apply to the heterogeneous nu-
cleation of particles with a single facet at a boundary that is isotropic in nˆB. The
y–axis of the plot gives the ratio ∆GHET(W 1−facet)/∆GHET(W sphere) that compares
the change in free energy on forming a volume of faceted nucleus relative to that
of an isotropic nucleus of fixed dihedral angle at the same boundary.
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Figure 9.4: Changes in free energy for the nucleation of a particle with a sin-
gle facet relative to a lens of dihedral angle 2θ = 115.32◦. The facet free energy
is γF(W 1−facet) = 0.5γ(W sphere), where γ(W sphere) describes the isotropic curved
particle interface, and the boundary free energy is γB = 1.07γ(W sphere). The tra-
jectory of nucleation barriers is traced in the plot. Color is applied according to the
color bar shown at right to indicate the relative heterogeneous nucleation barrier.
Calculated configurations giving barriers of A, B, and C are shown below the plot.
The barrier decreases as ‖nˆB · nˆfacet‖→ 1.
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The chemical driving force, ∆GV , and interfacial free energy densities retain
the same value between curves. Appendix C.1 shows that, when ∆GV is the same
for all shapes, the free energy ratio (the y–axis of the plot) is independent of ∆GV
at the critical nucleus volume. The boundary and facet are described by γB =
1.07γ(W sphere) and γF(W 1−facet) = 0.5γ(W sphere), respectively, meaning that the
change in free energy for forming a faceted particle is reported relative to that on
forming the lens of dihedral angle 2θ= 115.32◦ that follows from γB/γ(W sphere) =
1.07. These relative interfacial values were used in Lee and Aaronsan’s study [57]
and are used here for a comparison with their results.
The curves in the figure are parameterized by the orientation of nˆB relative to
the particle facet orientation (nˆfacet), which is fixed at 〈001〉 with respect to the C1
crystal axes. The change in free energy with the nucleation of a faceted particle
varies with nˆB because, in general, the proportion of each type of interface created
is dependent on geometrical constraints imposed by the boundary orientation.
A particle nucleating at nˆB must overcome a heterogeneous nucleation barrier
to grow. In Fig. 9.4,
∆G∗HET(W 1−facet/W sphere) = ∆G∗HET(W 1−facet)/∆G∗HET(W sphere)
which denotes the heterogeneous nucleation barrier of the faceted particle relative
to a lens with a dihedral angle of 115.32◦ is traced with an arrow. Barrier height
decreases with the smallest angle between nˆB and nˆfacet. The trace shows that the
critical volume (x–axis) decreases with relative barrier height. This is expected be-
cause critical volume scales with the interfacial free energy density (see Appendix
C.2) that describes the total change in interfacial free energy for the total change
in area. Here, this effective density accounts for changes to boundary shape and
increases with boundary rumpling for a fixed γB and γF(W 1−facet).
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.5: Stereographic projections of the relative heterogeneous nucleation bar-
rier with nˆB for the boundary particle in Fig. 9.4. (a) The center of the projection
corresponds to the configuration where nˆB ‖ nˆfacet (configuration A in Fig. 9.4),
and the perimeter corresponds to nˆB ⊥ nˆfacet (configuration C). The projections use
the color bar in Fig. 9.4 to indicate the relative barrier at a given nˆB. (b) For conve-
nience, the projection is given depth so that its height at any boundary orientation
is proportional to ∆G∗HET(W 1−facet). The facet orientation is fixed at nˆfacet = 〈001〉.
If a (00¯1) particle facet forms when the sense of nˆB is reversed, (hk0) is a mirror
plane.
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When all orientations necessary for constructing an equilibrium particle shape
are known and fixed relative to grain C1, the effect of boundary orientation on
barrier height can be mapped with a stereographic projection. The projections in
Fig. 9.5 use color and depth to indicate the relative barrier height. Unless stated
otherwise, stereographic projections that represent the value of a function parame-
terized by boundary orientation take the C1 (001) orientation as the origin.
9.4.2 Particles with a Single Facet
For boundary particles with a single facet, the stereographic projection of the
relative heterogeneous nucleation barrier is symmetric about the origin when nˆfacet
is fixed parallel to the 〈001〉 axis of C1. This is demonstrated with the projection in
Fig. 9.5, where nˆfacet = 〈001〉. The full plot is drawn to show the symmetry.
The stereographic projection in Fig. 9.5 is symmetric about the origin because
∆G∗HET(W 1−facet/W sphere) is a function of one variable—the angle between nˆB and
nˆfacet. The equator of the projection in Fig. 9.5 is defined by the locus of nˆB orthog-
onal to nˆfacet, and the center corresponds to nˆB parallel to nˆfacet. Points between
the origin and perimeter correspond to boundary orientations between (001) cor-
respond to boundary orientations between (001) and the (hk0)–type orientations.
Barrier height increases as nˆB is rotated from the center to equator because facet-
boundary intersections: (1) reduce the amount of low energy facet that a boundary
particle contains, and (2) increase the amount of boundary ruffling. Meridians
(paths along the diameter) correspond to gradients in barrier height with respect to
nˆB.
Figure 9.5 shows that the greatest reduction in the barrier occurs when nˆB ‖
nˆfacet, supporting the results of [57]. The range of barrier heights calculated in
this thesis is approximately 0.33 ≤ ∆G∗HET(W 1−facet/W sphere)≤ 0.95. This range
is close to that of [57], which gave a minimum of (roughly) 0.44 and a maximum
> 1 for this example.
9.4.3 Boundary Particles that are Faceted in One Grain
When the interfacial particle is completely faceted to one side of the boundary,
the projection is no longer symmetric about the origin but follows the point group
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symmetry of the faceted portion of the particle.
Figure 9.6: Stereographic projections of the nucleation barrier of a particle that is
faceted to one side of the a boundary relative to an unfaceted particle attached to
the same boundary. Points on the projections correspond to different inclinations
of nˆB relative to the 〈001〉 direction of the C1 crystal axes, where nˆB ‖ 〈001〉 at the
centers and nˆB ⊥ 〈001〉 along the perimeters. Although only 1/24 of each plot is
necessary, full plots are shown to reveal the 4–fold rotational symmetry about (001)
boundary orientations. The plots show that heterogeneous nucleation ofW cubesphere is
smallest when particle interface is parallel to the boundary. The nucleation barrier
is lower for W Toctsphere and W octsphere for all boundary orientations. In all three cases,
the barrier is greatly reduced from that of a fully lenticular particle.
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Examples shown in this section are faceted on one side of the boundary and
isotropic on the other. They are formed by the abutment of a polyhedral W to
a W sphere displaced as in Ch. 5.3–5.4 but by an amount determined numerically
that accounts for the boundary energy due to rumpling. The Wulff polyhedra in
the examples correspond to a cube (W cube), an octahedron (W oct), and a truncated
octahedron (W Toct), giving stereographic projections of cubic symmetry. These
polyhedral W were chosen because they are simple structures that are frequently
observed [11, 34, 36, 39, 44, 49, 50, 91, 105]. For each of the examples, the
polyhedralW are oriented so as to align one four-fold rotation axis with (001). As
a result, the stereographic projections have four-fold rotational symmetry.
Distortions to the boundary can increase with the number of particle facets and
edges intersecting the boundary and are dependent on the geometry of the intersec-
tion. Nevertheless, shapes constructed using the polyhedral W above can reduce
the nucleation barrier relative to particles with a single facet. This is demonstrated
in Chs. 9.4.3–9.4.5, where γF(W 1−facet) describing the single facet (of the single-
faceted particle) has the same value as γ111 describing the {111} orientations that
appear on W oct and W Toct. The reduction occurs because the complete replace-
ment of curved particle interface (described by the same constant γ(W sphere)) with
low energy facets to one side of the boundary gives a negative change in free energy
greater than the positive change accompanying boundary distortion.
Relative facet free energy densities were chosen so that γ100 = 1.15γ111, giving
the truncated octahedral particle an aspect ratio of 1.15 to predict the behavior of
boundary particles in dilute Pb–Al systems (Ch. 8). The value of γ(W sphere) was
chosen to allow a comparison with results in Ch. 9.4.2, which applied the relative
interfacial free energy densities used by Lee and Aaronson [56]. Faceting does
not reduce the nucleation barrier relative to isotropic boundary particles described
by γ(W sphere) that are sufficiently low—i.e., ∆GHET(W )/∆GHET(W sphere) < 1
only for isotropic boundary particles with dihedral angles of 2θ > 2θL, where
2θL denotes a lower bound. The examples in this thesis give results for specific
γ(W sphere), and it is noted that reductions in interfacial free energy that accom-
pany faceting do not occur relative to those isotropic particles of dihedral angles
2θ < 2θL.
The projections in Fig. 9.5–9.6 show the relative barrier at nˆB ‖ 〈001〉 to vary
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(on average) as
∆G∗HET(W octsphere)∼∆G∗HET(W Toctsphere)< ∆G∗HET(W cubesphere)< ∆G∗HET(W 1−facetsphere )
where the subscript denotes the W shape in C2 and the superscript denotes that
in C1. For all nˆB, the polyhedral W produce ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere) ≤ 0.53. The
W octsphere andW Toctsphere boundary shapes give similar barrier reductions at an arbitrary
nˆB and are more easily nucleated than shapes with a single facet (Ch. 9.4.2) at all
boundary orientations. Conversely, single-faceted shapes are more easily nucleated
than W cubesphere at orientations within an arc distance of ∼20◦ of the (001) boundary
orientation.
Boundary orientations giving extrema in the relative heterogeneous nucleation
barrier can differ for different W . Orientations giving the lowest ∆G∗HET(W octsphere)
are nearly coincident with those that give the largest for ∆G∗HET(W cubesphere), and vice-
versa. There is less of a dependence of ∆G∗HET(W Toctsphere) on nˆB because: (1)W Toctsphere
is effectively a combination ofW cubesphere andW octsphere, which give low energy config-
urations at different orientations, and (2) the truncated octahedral W creates the
least total interfacial free energy for a fixed volume (Appendix E).
9.4.4 Boundary Particles that are Faceted in Two Grains
When a boundary particle is faceted on both sides of a boundary, the variation
in barrier height is again anisotropic in nˆB. For this example, the boundary is a
grain boundary with a fixed crystallographic misorientation of ~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉.
Hence, W cubecube is constructed by the abutment of two identical W cube misoriented
from one another by 45◦ about 〈001〉.
Because the boundary is isotropic in nˆB and joins W with four-fold rotation
axes parallel to 〈001〉, this particular ~RΦ yields stereographic projections with
eight-fold rotation axes along (001), a result that is expected from rigorous ar-
guments in [107]. If this example were realized as a spherical grain of fixed
volume—large enough that the boundary is flat in the proximity of an attached
particle—embedded in another grain of the same phase, equivalent nucleation sites
would be separated by pi/4 along any arc of boundary orientations a fixed distance
from (001). For instance, interfacial particles at (100) boundaries imaged along
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[100] are identical to those at (110) imaged along [¯1¯10].
Figure 9.7: Due to the eight-fold rotational symmetry about (001) that results for
the fully faceted particles attached to pure 45◦ twist boundaries, only 1/16 of the
projections are necessary. However, the full plots are shown to reveal the symme-
try. As before, reductions in ∆G∗HET are largest for particles derived from W Toct
andW oct.
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The lowest nucleation barrier for particles formed byW cubecube occurs at the pure
45◦ twist boundary (nˆGB ‖ [001] or [00¯1]) because, as discussed in Ch. 11.2.1,
W cubecube takes a Winterbottom shape. The twist boundary gives the largest nucleation
barrier for particles formed by W octoct and W ToctToct because these boundary particles
necessitate large boundary distortions and have larger (surface area)/(volume) ra-
tios at the twist boundary than at other nˆB. For the W octoct and W ToctToct particles,
the nucleation barrier is minimized at boundaries of mixed character where one
octahedral face is approximately parallel to the boundary (nˆGB ‖ 〈111〉).
To illustrate the significance of these results, consider W octoct . The reduction in
energy on nucleatingW octoct at nˆGB ‖ 〈111〉 could effectively stabilize {111} bound-
ary orientations: If all boundary orientations of the embedded spherical grain were
available as nucleation sites, the nuclei would accumulate at {111} boundary ori-
entations and act as pinning centers limiting changes to boundary position and
orientation that could occur if one grain were to coarsen. If all boundary orienta-
tions of the spherical grain were uniformly decorated with W octoct , {111} boundary
orientations would have a lower total interfacial free energy, suggesting that the
spherical grain would tend to increase {111} boundary (e.g., through grain bound-
ary diffusion) to achieve an octahedral “decorated” grain boundary W . This idea
is further discussed in Ch. 11.2.2.
Each orientation on the stereographic projection maps to a particle that is com-
pletely defined with facet energy densities slightly greater than 0.5γGB (Ch. 9.4.1).
As a result, ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere) at a given boundary orientation is reduced from
particles that are faceted within one grain only (Ch. 9.4.3), even though boundary
particles are faceted to both sides of the boundary may require greater bound-
ary rumpling. The maximum barrier for the fully faceted particles occurs for
∆G∗HET(W cubecube /W sphere) = 0.24 and the minimum for ∆G∗HET(W ToctToct /W sphere) =
0.07. The relative barrier heights are shown in Fig. 9.7.
9.4.5 Effect of Relative Interfacial Free Energies
Unfaceted shapes may nucleate more easily than faceted ones if the reduction in
energy on forming facets does not compensate for the increase in energy that occurs
when facets rumple the boundary. To illustrate, this section considers relative facet
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free energies that are larger than those in Ch. 9.4.1–9.4.4: γ111 = 0.7γ(W sphere)
for fixed γ100/γ111 = 1.15 and γB = 1.07γ(W sphere). Hence, the difference between
the interfacial free energy of the isotropic particle interface and the lowest energy
facets, ∆γB−P, is reduced.
The stereographic projection of relative barrier heights that results for the orig-
inal single-facet case at this larger facet energy density is shown in Fig. 9.8. As
in Ch. 9.4.2, the barrier increases as nˆfacet · nˆB → 0. An expected result from the
intersected W geometry (Ch. 5.3), faceting produces a constant barrier reduction
(i.e., no boundary-facet intersection) for ‖nˆfacet · nˆB‖ ≤ cos(12◦).
Figure 9.8: Results for a particle with a single facet (plotted as in Fig. 9.5) shows
that boundary distortion can inhibit the nucleation of faceted particles at boundary
orientations of 70◦ < cos−1(nˆfacet · nˆB) ≤ 90◦ for larger facet free energy densi-
ties. The boundary particle configuration shown below the projection is metastable
relative to a lenticular shape of γ(W sphere).
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Calculated results indicate that, for this larger set of interfacial free energy
densities, faceting becomes an ineffective means of reducing ∆G∗HET relative to the
isotropic (lenticular) shape for γ(W sphere) at ‖nˆfacet · nˆB‖ ≈ cos(70◦). Hence, the
lenticular shapes are predicted to nucleate more easily for a range of orientations
extending to the equator of the stereographic projection. The range predicted here,
70◦ < cos−1(nˆfacet · nˆB)≤ 90◦ is slightly smaller than that from previous work [57],
which calculates a lower limit of 65◦. This discrepancy is due to an overestimation
of the increase in boundary area with the geometric approximation of [57, 60].
For the shapes that are faceted to one side (or both sides) of the boundary, re-
ducing ∆γB−P increases both the values and spread in values of ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere)
for a given polyhedral W . Because faceting becomes less favorable as ∆γB−P is
reduced the calculated geometries tend to produce shapes that (1) have a smaller
(surface area)/(volume) ratio and (2) do not replace as much boundary, reducing
the total boundary rumpling by decreasing the triple junction line length. Lentic-
ular boundary particle shapes of 2θ = 115.32◦ are again preferred to W cubesphere for
orientations near {001}.
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Figure 9.9: As in Fig. 9.8, faceting produces less of a reduction in ∆G∗ at larger
facet energy densities. In this case, however, the lenticular particles are not favored
over the shapes that are fully faceted in one grain at any boundary orientation.
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Figure 9.10: As in Fig. 9.9 but for fully faceted particles.
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The the spread in ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere) values indicates the nucleation barrier’s
dependence on nˆB and thus the spread in nuclei populations with boundary orienta-
tion. In this case, the largest spread occurs for particles formed withW cube, which
have a lower ∆G∗HET and will thus be more concentrated at orientations where
boundary particles derived fromW oct andW Toct are more difficult to nucleate.
Because boundary particles derived from W cube will be more concentrated at
particular boundary orientations, they may have a more significant impact on the
stability of a given boundary orientation than the particles containing {111} facet
orientations, which give the smallest spread in ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere) at all boundary
orientations and for both ∆γB−P. Here, it is speculated that if the aspect ratio of a
truncated octahedral particle, γ100/γ111, were larger, changes to particle-mediated
boundary stability would be largest for particles formed by portions of W cubecube but
relatively unchanged for those formed by portions ofW ToctToct because the size of the
{100} orientations would be reduced in proportion to the relative increase in γ100
for truncated octahedra.
9.4.6 Triple Junction Particles that are Faceted in One Grain
Calculated results are shown in Fig. 9.11 for the nucleation of a particle at a
triple junction joining isotropic boundaries. The particle is described by γ(W cube)
in grain C1 and γ(W sphere) in the other two grains. The stereographic projection
gives the nucleation barrier of the faceted particle at the triple junction relative to
∆G∗HET(W sphere), which describes the nucleation barrier for a lenticular particle
with a dihedral angle of 115.32◦ attached to the triple junction. The projection
is parameterized by the orientation of the grain embedding the polyhedral portion
of the particle relative to the average boundary orientations, which are fixed by a
global constraint.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9.11: Stereographic projections of the heterogeneous nucleation barrier of
a particle that is attached to a triple junction joining three isotropic boundaries of
equivalent energy. The triple junction particle forms a portion of a cube in one
grain and portions of spheres in the other. Points on the projection correspond to
orientations of the normal to one of the particle facets. As shown, the nucleation of
an isotropic triple junction particle of γ(W sphere) is favored at larger facet energies.
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For this example, the fixed average boundary normals fix the average triple
junction line vector with respect to the crystal axes of a grain adjoining C1, which
is free to rotate. For simplicity, the orientations of C1 are limited to ~RΦ = Φ〈uv0〉,
constraining the rotation axis to lie in a single plane that coincides with the average
orientation of one boundary terminating grain C1. The stereographic projection of
∆G∗HET(W cubesphere/W sphere) in Fig. 9.11 is thus a function of the orientation of one
cube facet normal. The relative interfacial free energies generating the plot are γB =
1.07γ(W sphere) and γ100 = 0.7γ(W sphere) in Fig. 9.11(a) and γ100 = 0.9γ(W sphere)
in Fig. 9.11(b). These values are similar to those used for boundary particles in
Chs. 9.4.3–9.4.5, and ∆γB−P was kept relatively small to avoid conditions of perfect
wetting.
The stereographic projections of barrier heights that results for the triple junc-
tion particles share the four-fold rotational symmetry of the attached W cube. Fig-
ure 9.11(b) shows boundary orientations to produce anisotropic boundary particle
shapes giving 1.09≤ ∆G∗HET(W cubesphere/W sphere)≤ 1.36—shapes unfavorable to the
lenticular particle. Thus, if the grain embedding W cube were free to rotate about
an axis in the plane defined by the (average) normal to one of its boundaries, with-
out disrupting other elements of the triple junction geometry, no rotations could
transform the triple junction into a site where this type of faceted nuclei would
form in preference to the isotropic boundary particle. However, for smaller facet
free energies (Fig. 9.11(a)), the isotropic boundary particles are less favorable to
the faceted shapes. In a real microstructure, triple junctions joining relatively high
energy boundaries separating grains for which the curved particle interface has a
free energy density comparable to the boundaries would thus be more likely to
yield faceted particle shapes. Both projections show the faceted nuclei to form
most readily at orientations for which a particle facet lies in the plane of one of the
boundaries forming the junction.
Heterogeneous nucleation for more complicated systems, e.g., fully faceted
particles at triple junctions that define boundaries and grains that are free to any
possible rotation and the more simple case of a particle at a quadruple point for
which the only free variable is a set of grain boundary energies constrained to be
identical and isotropic, can be modeled by the methods of Chs. 6.2–6.4 but are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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9.4.7 Summary of Results
1. Consistent with Neumann’s principle [108], variations in the relative hetero-
geneous nucleation barrier reflect the point group symmetry of the boundary
particle shape when the boundary is isotropic.
2. Boundary particle shapes containing portions of W giving smaller (inter-
facial free energy)/(volume) ratios tend to give smaller barrier heights for
identical facet free energy densities at smaller ∆γB−P.
3. For a fixed ~RΦ, W and ∆γB−P tend to have a greater effect on the barrier
than nˆB.
4. Boundary particle shapes derived from a given set of oriented W show that
variations in the heterogeneous nucleation barrier with nˆB increase with a
reduction in ∆γB−P.
5. The reduction in the heterogeneous nucleation barrier occurs only relative to
those isotropic particles with dihedral angles greater than 2θL.
6. As ∆γB−P is reduced, 2θL increases, meaning that the faceting becomes a
less effective means of reducing ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere).
7. There are cases where faceting produces boundary particle configurations
for which ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere)> 1. For those cases, the heterogeneous nu-
cleation of isotropic particles is more favorable.
9.5 Nucleation Rate
Nucleation rate is exponentially dependent on ∆G∗ and therefore sensitive to
the interfacial free energy—and thus the shape—of a nucleating particle. The time-
independent (steady-state) nucleation rate for boundary particles is [109]
J∗s = Zβ∗NHET exp
(−∆G∗HET
kT
)
(9.1)
where Z is the Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor that accounts for the dissolution
of post-critical nuclei, β∗ is the rate atoms attach to the critical nucleus, NHET is the
number of boundary sites per unit volume, and kT accounts for the thermal energy
that disrupts the formation of critical nuclei.
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At fixed temperature and NHET, all variables in Eq. (9.1) are shape dependent.
For small undercoolings, 15kT ≤ ∆G∗HET ≤ 60kT , nucleation rate is controlled by
the nucleation barrier [60, 109], ∆G∗HET determines which nucleation configura-
tions occur with the greatest frequency, and the results of Ch. 9.4 can be used to
predict changes to a microstructure during nucleation.
Figure 9.12: The stereographic projections showing relative values in the nucle-
ation rate that apply to the particles faceted to one side of a boundary calculated
in this section. As expected from the relative ∆G∗HET trends of Chs. 9.4.3–9.4.4
for each shape, the nucleation rate varies most with nˆB and γB for the particle con-
structed from portions ofW cube. The plot mesh is applied to render cases of large
J∗HET visible.
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Figure 9.13: As in Fig. 9.12, but for smaller ∆γB−P.
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To illustrate the effect of particle faceting on nucleation rate, it is convenient to
define ∆G∗HET(W sphere) in terms of kT . Following the example of [53] for homoge-
neous nucleation, ∆G∗HET(W sphere) is set to 60kT , the largest barrier that can occur
for T to be classified as a small undercooling [109] for lenticular shapes described
by γ(W sphere).
J∗HET(W )/J∗HET(W sphere)
Shape
γ111/γ(W sphere) = 0.5 γ111/γ(W sphere) = 0.7
W 1−facet 102−1016 10−1−106
W cubesphere 1012−1014 106−107
W octsphere 1017 1011
W Toctsphere 1017 1010
W cubecube 1020−1024 109−1010
W octoct 1022−1024 1015−1016
W ToctToct 1023 1015−1016
Table 9.1: Variations in heterogeneous nucleation rate for particles defined by W
relative to an isotropic particle when the homogeneous nucleation barrier for the
isotropic particles is 60kT . The relative nucleation rates depend strongly on the
boundary particle shape, are largest for shapes formed with {111} interface, and
decrease as ∆γB−P decreases, where ∆γB−P = γ(W sphere)− γ111, γ100 = 1.15γ111,
and γB = 1.07γ(W sphere).
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Figure 9.14: As in Fig. 9.14 but for particles faceted to both sides of a boundary.
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Figure 9.15: As in Fig. 9.15 but for particles faceted to both sides of a boundary.
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Table 9.5 compares results from Ch. 9.4 for all nˆB among the particles shown
in Figs. 9.12–9.16. The results indicate that the nucleation rate is largest for par-
ticles where ∆γB−P is larger (faceting is more favorable). The relative nucleation
rate, J∗HET(W /W sphere), is nearly uniform with boundary orientation for boundary
particle shapes formed fromW oct andW Toct. For boundary particles formed from
W cube, the dependence of J∗HET(W /W sphere) on nˆB is more pronounced, a result
expected from the more pronounced variation in ∆G∗HET(W /W sphere) for W cube
shown in Chs. 9.4.3–9.4.5.
Consider a system in which lenticular particles described by γ(W sphere) are
nucleating in addition toW cubecube andW cubesphere boundary particles. If every cubic cen-
timeter of material nucleates one lenticular particle each second (J∗HET(W sphere) =
1 nucleus/cm3 · s), it also nucleates ∼1020–1024 boundary particles that are fully
faceted and ∼1012–1014 faceted boundary particles with spherical caps to one side
of the boundary. An observation of one of these lenticular particles would be ex-
ceedingly rare in such a case.
Reducing ∆γB−P decreases the relative nucleation rates of the faceted particles.
For example, when γ111 = 0.7γ(W sphere), J∗HET drops several orders of magnitude
for all anisotropic boundary particles. Decreasing ∆γB−P has a larger impact on
particles derived from W cube (Ch. 9.4.5) because γ100 > γ111, the particles have
larger (surface area)/(volume) ratios, and the particles cause a greater boundary
distortion. For the example above, every cubic centimeter nucleates ∼109 − 1010
boundary particles ofW cubecube and∼106−107 boundary particles ofW cubesphere for each
lenticular particle that nucleates. An observation of the lenticular particles would
still be rare. As ∆γB−P is further reduced, however, the lenticular particles would
dominate during nucleation because the total interfacial free energy for a fixed
volume would be minimized by a lenticular shape, which gives a smaller (surface
area)/(volume) ratio than a particle with broad facets.
The effect of boundary orientation becomes more pronounced with an increase
in ∆γB−P for particles with a single facet. This result is in contrast with particles
containing multiple facets. At the larger ∆γB−P, the relative nucleation rate for the
single-facet particles decreases from ∼1016 to ∼106 on rotating nˆB away from the
particle facet. On the other hand, at smaller ∆γB−P, the effect of nˆB diminishes:
for γ111 = 0.7γ(W sphere), J∗HET(W /W sphere) decreases from ∼102 to ∼10−1, and
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approximately 10 lenticular particles nucleate for every particle with a (001) facet
when nˆGB ⊥ (001). However, at this smaller ∆γB−P, ∼106 W cubesphere and∼109 W cubecube
particles nucleate for every lenticular particle, and J∗HET need not be controlled
by the lenticular particles when the probability of single facet boundary particle
nucleation is relatively low.
Figure 9.16: The relative nucleation rate for a boundary particle as a function of γB
and nˆB. Although only a curve extending from (001) to, e.g., (100) is necessary,
one-eighth of the plot is shown. Orientations in the neighborhood of the perimeter
of the plot give relatively low nucleation rates for the smaller ∆γB−P.
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Results from this section show that the exponential dependence of nucleation
rate on ∆G∗HET reflects the details of particle faceting. Nucleation rate is a strong
function of both particle shape and the relative free energies of particle facets.
Boundary orientation becomes increasingly important at larger facet free energies
(smaller ∆γB−P) because the energy created on boundary rumpling is absorbed by
the reduction in energy on forming broad facets of low energy. When ∆γB−P is
decreased, there is less of a driving force to produce particles with single facets at
orientations giving the greatest boundary distortions because, for larger facet free
energies, the shapes do not provide as much of an energy reduction as an isotropic
(lenticular) shape. However, under such conditions, lenticular particles of fixed
γ(W sphere) can become metastable to boundary particles that retain multiple low
energy facets.
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Chapter 10
Anisotropic Grain Boundary
Energies
Generally, grain boundary energy varies with the crystallographic misorienta-
tion across the boundary (~RΦ) and the orientation of the boundary plane (nˆB) [13].
Specification of these variables at constant T and ~µ determines the set of shapes
a grain can take at equilibrium [26]. The following section briefly reviews the
Read Shockley dislocation model for grain boundary energy that applies when
Φ ≤ 5−10◦.
10.1 Brief Review of the Read Shockley Model for
Low Angle Grain Boundary Energies
The Read Shockley model represents low angle grain boundaries as arrays of
discrete, parallel, regularly-spaced dislocations. The model was introduced in a
work [110] that combines observations for low angle tilt boundaries with calcula-
tions taking idealized dislocation geometry and measured material parameters to
show its utility. Several studies have since demonstrated the model’s applicability
to a variety of low angle boundaries [111, 112].
The model gives the energy of a low angle tilt boundary for a primitive cubic
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crystal structure with a misorientation ~RΦ = Φ〈001〉 as
γGB(nˆGB) = Eo(nˆGB)Φ [ D(nˆGB)− lnΦ ] (10.1)
where nˆGB–dependent parameters D(nˆGB) and Eo(nˆGB) are, respectively, a con-
stant dependent on the dislocation core energy and a constant dependent on the
elastic properties of the material. Equation (10.1) models pure tilt boundaries as
arrays of edge dislocations, pure twist boundaries as arrays of screw dislocations,
and general boundaries as a combination of edge and screw dislocations.
Equation (10.1) is derived for strain energies calculated with linear isotropic
elasticity theory. Dislocation cores are regions where the displacement between
two atoms on adjacent sites (atomic deregistry) is too large for elasticity theory
to approximate the correct strains. Equation (10.1) is not applicable to high angle
boundaries (Φ ≥ 5− 10◦) that would require ideally-spaced dislocations cores to
overlap because, in that case, linear elasticity does not apply.
10.2 Application of the Read-Shockley Model to
Create Anisotropic Grain Boundary Free Energies
He et al. [113] modified the derivation of Eq. (10.1) to obtain a γGB(nˆGB) appli-
cable to all low angle grain boundary orientations for primitive cubic crystal struc-
tures obeying isotropic elasticity. The modified form follows when the density of
each set of dislocations in the boundary is determined (with Frank’s formula [114])
for general nˆGB. The result,
γGB(nˆGB) =
Gb2
4pi(1−ν)Φ [ L(nˆGB)−M(nˆGB) lnΦ ] (10.2)
is used to produce anisotropic grain boundary energies for this study.
In Eq. (10.2), ν is Poisson’s ratio, G is the shear modulus, and b is the mag-
nitude of the Burger’s vector. For a primitive cubic crystal structure, b = a〈100〉,
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where a is the lattice constant. The parameters, M(nˆGB) and L(nˆGB) are
M(nˆGB) = a1 +a2−νn2gb,3(1/a1 +1/a2)
L(nˆGB) = M(nˆGB)(Do−1)+n2gb,1a1 +n2gb,2a2−
a1 lna1−a2 lna2 +νn2gb,3 [(lna1)/a1 +(lna2)/a2]
(10.3)
where
a1 =
√
n2gb,1 +n
2
gb,3 a2 =
√
n2gb,2 +n
2
gb,3
nˆGB = (ngb,1, ngb,2, ngb,3)
(10.4)
and the atomic deregistry of a dislocation core enters through Do,
Do = 1+ ln
(
b
2piro
)
(10.5)
for a dislocation core radius of ro.
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Figure 10.1: (a) A plot of the interfacial free energy density for a low angle ~RΦ =
5◦〈001〉 grain boundary derived from the Read Shockley model for a primitive
cubic crystal structure. The calculations were performed using the methods in
Ch. 6.1–subsec:MOCII-anisotropic with a derivation of He et al. [113]. (b) Cusps
in (a) at (100)–type tilt orientations give facets at the pure tilt orientations onWGB.
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Figure 10.1(a) plots γGB(nˆGB) for a ~RΦ = 5◦〈001〉 low angle boundary using
the following parameters: ν = 1/3, G = 40 GPa, b = 1 nm, ro = .1 nm. (Parame-
ters characteristic to Pb or Sn from [110] give only slight changes to the shape of
the plot but give values of γGB(nˆGB) that scale with G.) The results in the figure are
consistent with those from He et al. [113]. There are four interfacial free energy
minima, and they are located at (100), (010), (¯100), and (0¯10) on the great circle
of tilt boundary orientations. The variation in γGB(nˆGB) along the tilt boundary
orientations is shown in Fig. 10.2(b). Tilt boundary orientations between the min-
ima lie on a sharp edge that points out of the plot—for these nˆGB, boundary energy
decreases sharply with an infinitesimal change in nˆGB that produces components
along the twist boundary.
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Figure 10.2: The variation in γ(WGB) with nˆGB. (a) The energy density increases
from the twist to tilt boundaries along a great circle with a 〈110〉 zone axis (top)
and, after passing through a local maximum, decreases along a great circle with a
〈100〉 zone axis. (b) The variation in γ(WGB) along the great circle of tilt orienta-
tions (the zone axis in this case is [001], the twist boundary orientation).
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Figure 10.1(b) gives the shape of a fixed volume—i.e.,WGB—calculated from
a modification to γGB(nˆGB) making it HD1 in nˆGB. The equilibrium grain shape
replaces tilt boundary energy minima with facets that meet at corners in the plot.
Thus, the orientations that correspond to points along the outward edge of the
γGB(nˆGB)–plot are replaced by a point on WGB, indicating that these orientations
are absent from an equilibrium shape and are thus unstable to reorientation to form
components along [001] and [00¯1] when nˆavgGB is fixed (the grain boundary of nˆavgGB is
infinite in extent). The tilt boundary facets are separated from the twist boundaries
by smoothly curved interface.
Materials rarely form primitive cubic crystal structures. However, qualitative
results given by Eq. (10.2) are used to explain grain boundary roughening transi-
tions in Cu [115] and perovskites [116], and the equation is sufficient for studying
effects of grain boundary particles that replace anisotropic γGB(nˆGB) derived from
quantitative models. Extension of the Read Shockley model to other crystal struc-
tures is more complex because dislocation arrays that contribute to the boundary
energy can react to form lower energy structures [114].
10.3 Anisotropic Grain Boundaries and Anisotropic Par-
ticles
Results for particles attached to boundaries described by the model γGB(nˆGB)
calculated in Fig. 10.1(a) are briefly described here. Although the model derives
from dislocation theory, it is a macroscopic representation of a grain boundary and
does not, therefore, give boundary particle shapes modified due to removal of in-
dividual dislocation line length. To allow comparisons with results in Ch. 9.4.4
for the heterogeneous nucleation of faceted particles at isotropic grain boundaries,
γ111 = 0.5γ(W sphere), γ100/γ111 = 1.15, and the twist boundary energy density de-
rived from the Read Shockley model is equated to the isotropic boundary energy
used in Ch. 9.4.4, γGB(nˆ001) = 1.07γ(W sphere), where nˆGB = nˆ001 is a pure twist
boundary.
Calculations show that boundaries of fixed average orientation with the WGB
in Fig. 10.1(b) will facet for nˆavgGB in the neighborhood of tilt boundary orienta-
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tions. This result is not surprising because WGB replaces tilt orientations with
broad {100} and {010} facets, and, for this reason, formation of these facets is
expected near the tilt boundaries [24].
(a) (b)
Figure 10.3: (a) Grain boundary facets and (b) anisotropic hills and valleys that
result with aW cubecube boundary particle.
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Boundary faceting off of the tilt boundaries produces {100} and {010} orien-
tations in proportions that conserve nˆavgGB . Fig. 10.3(a) is an example where nˆavgGB
has no components along {010}, and nˆavgGB decomposes into (100) facets and lower
energy orientations inclined toward the misorientation axis. Boundary faceting for
orientations on the asymmetric tilt boundaries can produce, in addition to {100}
and {010}, equal proportions of the limiting orientations defining the WGB edge
that lies at tilt boundary orientations and extends between facets. These limiting
orientations have components along the twist boundary orientations.
Figure 10.3(b) gives an example of a hill-and-valley structure for the (110) tilt
orientation—this orientation gives the smallest increase in interfacial free energy
for the calculated boundary particles. The boundary facets become larger with
distance from the particle—this is due to the details of the calculation, which uses
a mesh size that increases with radial distance from the particle. The calculated
results are not intended to predict the exact boundary shape, and in calculations
that do not account for energies due to edges or corners, a single calculation gives
one in an infinite set of possible solutions.
A result of interest in applications where grain boundary sliding must be lim-
ited, particle attachment can induce boundary faceting. Calculations of the bound-
ary that appears in Fig. 10.3(a) show that it is flat in the absence of an attached
particle and re-converges to a plane when subject to perturbations allowing it to
sample the faceted orientations of WGB. Distortions necessary to accommodate
the boundary particle shape—i.e., geometric constraints forcing the boundary to
locally reorient—produce low energy features allowed by WGB for fixed nˆavgGB that
are otherwise absent. These results provide energetic arguments supporting re-
ports [22, 117, 118] of precipitate-induced boundary faceting.
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Figure 10.4: (a) Relative heterogeneous nucleation barrier and (b) nucleation rate
forW cubecube boundary particles attached to an isotropic grain boundary, where ~RΦ =
5◦〈001〉. The inset shows the boundary particle configuration at a (110) boundary
orientation.
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Figure 10.5: (a) Relative heterogeneous nucleation barrier and (b) nucleation rate
forW cubecube boundary particles attached to the anisotropic boundary with theWGB of
Fig. 10.1. The inset shows the boundary particle configuration at a (110) boundary
orientation, and γ(nˆtilt) = γ(nˆ100).
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Figure 10.4 plots ∆G∗HET(W cubecube /W sphere) and J∗HET(W cubecube /W sphere) for an
isotropic boundary of γGB = 1.07γ(W sphere) and characterized by a low misori-
entation ~RΦ = 5◦〈001〉. The values are normalized relative to the heterogeneous
nucleation of an isotropic particle at the same boundary. The eight-fold rotational
symmetry of solutions that occurred in Ch. 9.4.4 is replaced with four-fold symme-
try because Φ= 5◦ rather than 45◦. Results for the anisotropic boundary are plotted
in Fig. 10.5. In this case, values are normalized relative to the heterogeneous nu-
cleation of an isotropic particle at the anisotropic boundary. Four-fold symmetry
is present in the anisotropic case because the misorientation axis is parallel to the
four-fold rotational axes of WGB as well as the W cube that define the boundary
particle shapes.
For the isotropic boundary, a 5◦ misorientation about 〈001〉 produces configu-
rations of larger energy than ~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉 (Ch. 9.4.4) for all nˆGB except for the
twist and portions of the tilt boundaries. The negligible difference in free energy
produced at twist boundaries is discussed in Ch. 11.2.1. Those tilt boundaries that
yield a lower energy configuration for ~RΦ = 5◦〈001〉 typically haveW cubecube shapes
with fewer facets (than those giving a lower energy for ~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉).
Results indicate that the heterogeneous nucleation barrier at the anisotropic
boundary changes in a manner similar to the boundary free energy density shown in
Fig. 10.2(a). Boundary orientations that lie on a great circle with a zone axis paral-
lel to either a (100) or (010) symmetric tilt orientation offer the most favorable nu-
cleation sites when the distance from the 5◦ twist boundaries is fixed. Along these
great circles, the barrier increases from shallow minima at the twist boundaries to a
maximum and then decreases to a global minimum at the symmetric tilt boundaries.
The maximum is actually a saddle point in the heterogeneous nucleation barrier be-
cause the barrier increases to a maximum 45◦ along the corresponding latitude. The
great circles connecting this (latitudinal) maximum to the twist and tilt orientations
have zone axes parallel to {110} tilt orientations and give the locus of orientations
that, for a fixed distance from the twist boundaries, give the largest nucleation bar-
rier, with the barrier continuously increasing as the tilt boundary is approached.
The (110) tilt boundary thus gives the largest nucleation barrier for W cubecube par-
ticles. However, the barrier is still reduced relative to that of isotropic particles
with dihedral angles larger than 2θL; for T = ∆G∗HET(W sphere)/60k, W cubecube par-
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ticles would occur by a factor of ∼1021 more frequently than lenticular particles
defined by γ(W sphere) at (110) anisotropic boundary orientations in a fixed volume
of material.
10.4 Anisotropic Grain Boundaries and Isotropic Parti-
cles: Unexpected Results
Isotropic boundary particles may induce boundary reorientation in cases where
the undecorated boundary remains flat. The smoothly curved particle shape allows
the particle-boundary triple line to choose a path allowing the boundary to locally
form low energy orientations that reduce the total interfacial free energy. This
result is surprising because isotropic boundary particles are typically regarded as
portions of spheres abutting at a flat boundary.
As an example, consider the orientation near (211) in Fig. 10.6. When the
boundary is isotropic, it is distorted by a W cubecube particle, forming a minimal sur-
face (κ = 0) that attaches to the triple line. When the boundary is anisotropic
and described by the WGB of Fig. 10.1(b), a W cubecube particle distorts the boundary,
which forms a surface of zero constant weighted mean curvature (κγ = 0) with
broad facets parallel to (100).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10.6: (a) A W cubecube attached to an isotropic boundary, (b) a W cubecube attached
to an anisotropic boundary, and (c) an isotropic particle attached to an anisotropic
boundary.
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When an isotropic particle attaches to the anisotropic boundary, the triple line
moves out of the plane defined by nˆavgGB near orientations for which the broad bound-
ary facets formed around W cubecube , tracing an ellipse that is rotated a few degrees
about 〈110〉. The boundary is thus inclined to form (100) orientations and neigh-
boring low energy interface. The total interfacial free energy of the lenticular parti-
cle attached to the same boundary but under the constraint that the boundary remain
planar is larger than that of the deformable boundary shown in Fig. 10.6(c). This re-
sult shows that the local geometry of interfaces forming the triple junction can vary
with position. As demonstrated by King [95], multiple equivalent geometries can
define an equilibrium triple junction joining anisotropic and isotropic interfaces.
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Chapter 11
Extensions
11.1 Utility of Calculations: Brief Examples
11.1.1 Coarsening and Anticoarsening Phenomena
Generally, a system that contains a fixed amount of particle volume can, for
γGB ∼γP (where p denotes particle interface), reduce its total interfacial free energy
by combining the volume in a single particle.
Consider the construction of an interfacial particle from square Wulff shapes
(called W square here) in Ch. 5.3.1. By comparing the changes in free energy cor-
responding to each configuration, Appendix G shows that interfacial free energy is
reduced when a single particle dissociates into two particles of equal volume if
γGB/γ(W square)> 2
√
2
Previous work has labeled such dissociation phenomena “anticoarsening” [48].
A calculation of octahedral particles attached to pure twist boundaries of ~RΦ =
12◦〈001〉—representative of the oxide precipitates fabricated in Si to study bound-
ary particle shape and size [49]—shows that there are cases for which it is favor-
able for a singleW octoct boundary particle to divide into a larger, perhaps unbounded,
number of equal volumes. If the additional boundary energy due to rumpling could
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be neglected, a construction as in Appendix G shows that
γGB/γ(W octoct )> 3.46
would give be the condition for anticoarsening.
Fig. 11.1 shows the particles calculated for this example. The calculated results
indicate that anticoarsening is expected for
γGB/γ(W octoct )& 3.8
which is consistent with the modification to the construction in Appendix G that
occurs for rumpled boundaries—because the amount of boundary energy removed
by a particle in R3 is reduced when the boundary rumples, the displacement of
W for a given boundary is smaller than the boundary ~ξGB, and larger boundary
energies are needed to give a reduction in energy on boundary particle formation.
(a) (b)
Figure 11.1: (a) AW octoct attached to a pure 12◦ twist boundary that has less energy
than (b) the combined energy of two identical W octoct that half the volume of the
single particle and are attached to the same boundary.
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11.1.2 Boundary Particle Faceting in One Grain:
Choice of Grain
The high resolution TEM image shown in Fig. 11.2(a) shows that, to remain a
single crystal, a boundary particle will facet in one grain and assume a spherical
cap in the other. The image shows neighboringW Toctsphere to facet on opposite sides of
the boundary. The boundary appears to change position from one side of the lower
particle in the figure to the other, suggesting boundary rumpling in the vicinity
of the second particle. These results are similar to observations of carbides at
serrated boundaries in austenitic steels, where neighboring carbides along the same
boundary will retain coherency with opposite grains to create a “zig-zag” faceting
pattern [22].
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(a) (b)
Figure 11.2: (a) A high resolution TEM micrograph of two single crystal Pb parti-
cles attached to the same Al grain boundary. In each case, the particle is a spherical
cap in one grain and a truncated octahedron in the other. (Courtesy of U. Dahmen,
NCEM, LBNL.) (b) Calculations of W octsphere show that the energy is the same re-
gardless of which side each particle facets in when the boundary distortion caused
by each (for an isotropic boundary) do not overlap.
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Calculations show that, when attached to a boundary of fixed nˆavgB , similarly
oriented non-interacting particles have the same interfacial free energy as particles
forming a zig-zag faceting pattern. Calculations in the next section show that par-
ticles, zig-zagged or not, can arrange to give lower energy configurations when
boundary distortion from one particle coincides with that of another so that the
total distortion is less than what would occur if the particles were widely spaced.
From Ch. 9.4.3, Ch. 11.2.1, and [55], it is speculated in this thesis that one of
the boundary particles in Fig. 11.2(a) is metastable relative to the other or that, if
Fig. 11.2(a) gives boundary distortion which was not induced by boundary parti-
cles, the observed alternation in particle faceting could result because nˆGB changes
along the boundary. When~RΦ is fixed, theW Toctsphere boundary particle shape has one
degree of freedom at a given nˆGB—to facet in grain C1 or grain C2. In this case,
neighboring boundary particles could be attached to (locally) different nˆGB along
the same grain boundary. Because the facets of boundary particles are topotacti-
cally aligned with the matrix, faceting in grain C1 at a general grain boundary will
produce a different shape (and thus total interfacial free energy) than faceting in
grain C2. Hence, the choice of which grain a fixed volume of particle will facet
in is, under equilibrium conditions, governed by a minimization in interfacial free
energy that is dependent on nˆGB.
11.1.3 Spatial Arrangement of Boundary Particles
Boundary particles that distort a boundary can arrange so as to minimize the
distorted boundary area. Such a case could occur if the particles did not coarsen—
for instance, if γGB is much greater than the particle interface energy density as in
Ch. 11.1.1.
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Figure 11.3: (Top) Neighboring W octoct that are identical can lower interfacial free
energy by locating close to one another to eliminate the total boundary distortion.
(Bottom) A plot of the change in interfacial free energy per unit change in area
on the formation of the boundary particles shows a plateau at a displacement of
approximately 2.8V 1/3, where V volume of each particle.
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Figure 11.3 gives an example showing energy to increase as particles relocate.
For the example, two W octoct particles of equal size attached to a single boundary,
the particles are constrained to lie along a line parallel to 〈100〉 (defined relative to
C1), and 0.75γGB = γ111. The lowest energy configuration calculated occurs when
the particles are close so that boundary distortions occurring between particles then
coincide to produce one distortion that contributes less interfacial free energy than
the two separated distortions.
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Figure 11.4: (Top) This system of neighboring particles formed from identical
W cube can lower its interfacial free energy by displacing the triple junction particle
from the boundary particle cluster. (Bottom) The change in interfacial free energy
per change in area for the formation of the boundary and triple junction particles
decreases to an approximately constant value when the triple junction particle is
displaced by approximately 2.5V 1/3 for particles of the same volume, V .
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More pronounced energy changes occur for displacements of the triple junc-
tion particle that is shown in Fig. 11.4. This particle is situated between three
boundary particles, where each boundary forming the triple junction contributes
one boundary particle. For this example, all particles are formed from combina-
tions of W cube, and 0.75γGB = 1.15γ100. Initially the centers of the four particles
lie in a {001} plane. Interfacial free energy decreases as the triple junction particle
is displaced from the other particles along the triple junction, which is oriented
along 〈001〉. In this case, energy decreases at small displacements and then in-
creases to a constant value when the triple junction particle is sufficiently removed
to have no interaction with the other particles. Larger changes in energy occur with
particle displacement because displacements alter rumpling due to four, rather than
two, particles.
Both examples reflect highly constrained minima. However, they show that,
in addition to selecting boundaries offering low energy configurations, boundary
particles can position so as to reduce the total boundary rumpling necessary.
11.2 Microstructural Torques
Second-phase particles can alter the geometric stability of grain boundaries and
thereby influence equilibrium grain shapes and the texture of a polycrystal. The
torque acting to rotate grains abutting a boundary of fixed nˆGB, typically observed
in the creation of recrystallization nuclei but also in the reduction in grain bound-
ary energy for columnar grains in thin films [119], is considered in Ch. 11.2.1.
The torque to rotate a boundary of fixed ~RΦ was treated by Herring [120] and is
considered for boundaries decorated with particles in Ch. 11.2.2.
In both sections, changes to grain boundary shape are limited to the neighbor-
hood of a particle to avoid complications that would arise in real systems where
one grain is connected to a number of others through individual boundaries. This
assumption is realized with the embedded spherical grain construct of Ch. 9.4.4.
However, for locally planar boundary the embedded grain would necessarily be
much larger than a boundary particle, meaning that morphological changes de-
pendent on grain size (e.g., grain rotation accommodated by grain sliding) would
proceed more slowly at larger grain sizes [119].
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11.2.1 Grain Rotations
Grain rotation may reduce the total interfacial free energy by allowing boundary
particles to change shape. When nˆGB is fixed, a torque tending to alter particle
shape must also tend to alter grain misorientation.
An Example of Grain Rotation in R2
It is instructive to consider the particle constructed in Ch. 5.3 before proceeding
to the numerical examples for particles in R3. Let boundary orientation be fixed
to nˆGB = 〈01〉, and let γGB = γ10, where γ10 is the free energy density of each
square particle facet. A change in particle shape can occur if grain C2 rotates. In
this example, the rotation of C2 produces a family of boundary particle shapes that
has four-fold rotational symmetry in Φ for a γGB that is isotropic in Φ. (In R2,
~RΦ = Φ.)
Figure 11.5 plots changes to the interfacial free energy per unit area of particle
as a function of Φ. Each point on the plot gives the equilibrium configuration for
the Φ defined by that point. All information is contained in Fig. 11.5(a), which
shows 1/8 of the possible misorientation angles Φ. The results are plotted in polar
coordinates in Fig. 11.5(b) for all misorientations to show the symmetry of solu-
tions.
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Figure 11.5: Grain rotations in R2 driven by a reduction in the total interfacial
free energy. (a) Cartesian and (a) polar plots of changes to the interfacial free
energy, ∆E, for a configuration divided by the area of the particle, A. The boundary
jumps at Φ = 22.5◦. Values of ∆E/A that appear in the figure are in terms of
γ10/[LENGTH] for a unit area of particle.
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For this case, energetic minima occur when there is no misorientation, Φ =
90◦n, and maxima occur at the largest misorientations, Φ = 90◦(n+ 1/2) for any
integer n. Thus, a torque will tend to rotate grain C2 into a configuration of zero
misorientation when Φ 6= 0, and the torque will increase as Φ → (90+1/2)n.
Generally, interfacial free energy densities are anisotropic in ~RΦ because some
Φ provide a larger degree of lattice matching across a boundary than others, and a
zero misorientation would imply the absence of a grain boundary and thus of grain
boundary energy. However, this result does not suggest that a boundary particle
will increase grain size by eliminating an entire grain boundary through grain ro-
tation because it is based on an analysis that assumes γGB is finite and independent
of Φ. In this example, Φ = 0 produces a minimum because the it gives the smallest
change in line length for the fixed area of boundary particle.
Grain Rotations in R3
In R2, non-zero Φ produce pure tilt grain boundaries. The examples considered
in this section pertain to a case not possible in R2—pure twist boundaries. Parti-
cles attached to (001) orientations of grain boundary are considered here. Twist
boundaries result from the rotation of one grain (in this case C2) about the unit
normal to the boundary. For ~RΦ = Φ〈001〉, misorientation angle is the only degree
of freedom.
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Figure 11.6: Fully crystalline particles attached to pure twist grain boundaries.
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As in Ch. 9.4.4, this example considers grain boundary W cubecube , W octoct , and
W ToctToct particles for γ100/γ111 = 1.15. Here, γGB = 0.75γ111. Equilibrium configura-
tions for 0≤Φ≤ 45◦ are given in Fig. 11.6. Because nˆGB coincides with four-fold
rotation axes of each W , the configurations in the figure comprise the distinct set
of configurations.
Plotted with the configurations are changes to the total interfacial free energy
per unit volume of boundary particle, ∆E(W )/V . This ratio is useful for consider-
ing the energy-minimizing shape for a fixed volume.
For W octoct and W ToctToct , lowest-energy twist angles give are those that give the
least boundary distortion. Distortion and ∆E(W )/V increase continuously for
these shapes from a minimum at Φ = 0 to a maximum at Φ = 45◦. In contrast,
for W cubecube , distortion and ∆E(W )/V are invariant to Φ. This invariance occurs
because γGB is parallel to orientations of W cubecube , meaning that Φ 6= 0 can be ac-
commodated by pushing particle volume entirely to one side of the boundary to
give a smaller ∆E(W )/V than would be produced by accommodating the misori-
entation by boundary distortions. In effect, determination of W cubecube reverts to a
Winterbottom construction for applications in, e.g., MgO [121].
Similar to the results in Chs. 9.4.3–9.4.4,
∆E(W ToctToct )< ∆E(W octoct )< ∆E(W cubecube )
for all Φ. Configurations of the greatest interfacial free energy are formed from
W cubecube particles, which are completely described by the larger facet free energy
density (γ100) and tend to produce shapes with the most surface area. Truncated
octahedralW produce shapes that use a combination of {100} and {111} orienta-
tions, reducing the total surface necessary to enclose a fixed volume and compen-
sating for the introduction of larger energy {100} interface.
As demonstrated here for W ToctToct and W octoct , boundary particles could affect
grain rotation. If grain rotation is inhibited, an energetic minimum can still be
reached—e.g., through the nucleation of a new grain at triple line between the
boundary and particle, keeping nˆGB fixed. Observations that could indicate the ef-
fect of boundary particles on (de-)stabilizing a particular Φ include measurements
of dihedral angles between three grain boundaries or two free surfaces and a grain
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boundary [61] and statistical studies of the frequency of certain pure twist misori-
entations [121] and misorientations at general nˆB [6, 7].
11.2.2 Grain Boundary Rotations
An Example of Grain Boundary Rotation in R2
When ~RΦ is fixed, a boundary particle will exert a torque on the boundary if
the free energy of the system can decrease with changes in nˆGB. Consequently,
boundary particles may influenceWGB.
Consider the example in Ch. 11.2.1, and let Φ = 45◦. Because γGB for this
example is isotropic in nˆGB, interfacial free energy is minimized for Θ = 45◦n,
where nˆGB = 〈cosΘ, sinΘ〉. The largest interfacial free energy corresponds to a
nearly symmetric tilt boundary that occurs at Θ = 45◦(1/2+ n). The shape does
not change continuously as nˆGB passes through this maxima, where there is a bi-
furcation giving two solutions that differ only in which grain borders three particle
facets and which grain borders two.
The eight-fold symmetry of solutions given in Fig 11.7 is expected because,
as in Ch. 9.4.4, the boundary particles are formed from W that are misoriented
by 45◦ about an axis parallel to the four-fold axes of the W [107]. The results
plotted in Fig. 11.7(b) indicate changes to the interfacial free energy for a boundary
decorated with particles of fixed area. This plot is different from a γ–plot describing
the boundary uniformly decorated with the particles, which would give ∆E/∆l as
a function of nˆB, where ∆l is the change in line length. In this example, γGB =
γ10, meaning that ∆E/∆l is a constant and WGB remains a circle when uniformly
decorated with particles.
For more general cases where γGB 6= γ10, ∆E/∆l will vary with nˆB, and WGB
will be modified. For instance, the boundary particle that is produced in Fig. 11.7
when Θ = 22.5◦ replaces more boundary line length than the particle that forms at
Θ = 0◦. If it were possible to retain the same particle shapes for a γGB > γ10, a plot
of ∆E/∆l would have minima at Θ = 45◦(1/2+n), and, for deep cusps in ∆E/∆l
WGB would be octagonal. To study the effect of boundary particles on changes
to WGB, Anneals of a thin metal wire segmented by grain boundaries to form a
bamboo structure, used to study the effect of boundary orientation on γGB for fixed
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~RΦ [13], could be used.
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Figure 11.7: Grain boundary rotations in R2 driven by reductions in the total inter-
facial free energy. Both (a) and (b) are plotted as in Fig. 11.5. Values of ∆E/A that
appear in the figure are in terms of γ10/LENGTH for a unit area of particle.
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Although the polar plots in Figs. 11.7(b) and 11.5(b) give a relative measure
of changes in free energy under different geometric constraints, the plots give an
equivalent solution at four points. These four points coincide when the plots are
superimposed and one plot rotated about the origin by 45◦. In this example, the
coincident points are Φ = 90◦(n+1/2) and Θ = 45◦n, and the solution minimizes
changes to the interfacial free energy when the reorientation of the boundary is
inhibited but gives a maximum when the reorientation of one grain is inhibited.
The boundary geometry providing a global minimum would involve calculations
over 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 45◦ and 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 45◦, and if the boundary free energy constraint,
γGB = γ10, could be replaced with realistic boundary energies, the results could be
directly compared to systems such as thin films where ~RΦ ⊥ nˆGB.
Grain Boundary Rotations in R3
When ~RΦ is fixed, and for the set of W and interfacial free energies used in
Ch. 11.2.1, boundary orientations giving minima in the total interfacial energy for
a fixed volume are most often those that involve the least amount of boundary
distortion.
A grain boundary that can rotate at fixed ~RΦ has two degrees of freedom.
To determine the dependence of ∆E(W )/V on nˆGB, boundary configurations for
~RΦ = 45◦〈001〉 were calculated with nˆGB separated by 15◦ arcs on a spherical
grid. (This ~RΦ corresponds to the highest energy configurations given by W octoct
andW ToctToct in Ch. 11.2.1. Those configurations are, in this chapter, allowed to relax
into energy minima accessible through boundary rotation.)
As expected from results in Ch. 9.4.4 and [107], an eight-fold rotation axis
along 〈001〉 relates boundary sites that give energetically equivalent boundary par-
ticle configurations. The 8/mmm point group symmetry that results is less than
that for the individualW , which has cubic symmetry and would indicate that 1/48
of the solutions are necessary, because configurations occurring at the two pure
twist boundary orientations (nˆGB ‖ 〈001〉) differ from those at the tilt boundaries
(nˆGB ‖ 〈hk0〉). In this case, all boundary orientations between the twist boundary
and two points separated by 22.5◦ on the great circle of tilt boundaries must be con-
sidered, increasing the number of necessary calculations from considering 1/48 to
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1/32 of all boundary orientations.
The equilibrium boundary geometries for a fixed ~RΦ and nˆGB are the same as
those in Ch. 9.4.4. Although γGB differs in this case, the results from Ch. 9.4.5
for fully faceted crystals apply to this chapter. Hence, configurations producing
energetic extrema forW cubecube tend to produce extrema of the opposite sense inW octoct
andW ToctToct . From results presented here,W cubecube boundary particles tend to modify
WGB to resemble the intersection of two octahedra misoriented by ~RΦ—this is an
octagonal dipyramid—as in [107]. The anisotropy in configurational free energy
imposed by W octoct and W ToctToct , on the other hand, transforms WGB into a shape
resembling an octagonal prism of height proportional to the total interfacial free
energy configurations of particles at the twist boundaries.
The results of this chapter imply that a balance of tensions, which shows that
isotropic boundaries meeting at a triple junction must be separated by dihedral an-
gles of 120◦, must be replaced with Herring’s formula [120] (or a~ξ–triangle [77])
to account for particle-induced γGB anisotropy in nˆGB. As shown by King [95],
grain boundary anisotropy could lead to transitions in properties at the triple junc-
tion, giving, e.g., measurable changes in segregation or junction mobility.
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Part IV
Conclusions and Future
Directions
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Chapter 12
Summary of Contributions
This work uses calculations that approximate equilibrium configurations at
fixed T ,~µ, and particle volume to demonstrate the effect of crystallography on the
configurational stability of boundaries that contain boundary particles. The cal-
culations account for the average boundary orientation (nˆB), the crystallographic
misorientation across the boundary (~RΦ), and the equilibrium particle interface and
boundary free energy densities. Equilibrium orientations are obtained from (1) the
Wulff shapes (W ) corresponding to the particle fully embedded within the each
grain or phase abutting at the boundary and (2) the Wulff shape of the boundary
(W B).
The state of knowledge prior to this work is summarized in Part I. There,
known constructions are shown for free particles and particles attached to various
non-deformable boundaries that give configurations where a boundary remains un-
altered aside from a reduction in its total area. The applicability of a classic study
of deformable boundaries is addressed analytically in R2 and numerically in R3
to consider the effect of a one facet, and sets of parallel facets in a particle shape
otherwise described as the abutment of two equivalent spherical caps, is discussed.
Part I concludes that there is no known geometric construction for faceted bound-
ary particles in R3 because one does not generally know a priori the equilibrium
form of the boundary generated by a convexified γ.
The construction presented in Ch. 5.3 of Part II for R2 is a extension of ideas
of C.A. Johnson [85] for twin boundaries that was later utilized by Hoffman and
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Cahn [77] and reformulated for general boundaries by Lee and Aaronson [56].
In Part II, the construction is applied to general cases with the assumption of a
boundary that is infinite in extent (i.e., very small particles), and perfect wetting
and unique boundary displacements in R2 are identified.
This thesis develops a numerical framework to determine the equilibrium con-
figuration for anisotropic boundary particles attached to general boundaries (Part II,
Chs. 6.1–6.4). The methods specify boundary character with~RΦ, nˆB, and the Wulff
shape of the boundary, W B. In most calculations, a sphere was assigned as the
boundary Wulff shape to isolate the effect of particle anisotropy. Particle character
is specified by the set of particle Wulff shapes (with energy densities expressed
relative toW B) belonging to the abutting grains or phases.
Surface Evolver is used to minimize the total interfacial free energy under as-
sumed isothermal conditions for a specified volume, ~RΦ, nˆB, and set of W . The
equilibrium configurations that result show faceting to alter boundary geometry
when the triple line has components parallel to nˆavgGB . The methods can be extended
to systems imposing further geometric and energetic constraints, e.g., particles at-
tached to triple junctions (Ch. 9.4.6) and quadruple points, particles attached to
anisotropic boundaries (Ch. 10), and particles relaxing geometric constraints such
as nˆB. The methods can also be simplified to calculate unattached particle shapes
(W ) and boundaries without particles (Ch. 7) as well as, e.g., Winterbottom and
Summertop shapes (Ch. 3).
Part III of this work applies the methods developed in Part II to problems inte-
gral to microstructure. Results from Ch. 9–10 show that boundary geometry can
be used to control heterogeneous nucleation textures, and preferred nucleation sites
are strongly dependent on boundary and particleW .
Boundary character has greater influence when ∆γB−P is relatively small. As
∆γB−P is decreased, particle faceting becomes less advantageous at those sites (de-
scribed by nˆB and ~RΦ) giving the largest boundary distortions. When γB is similar
to the facet free energy densities, large boundary distortions can suppress faceting,
and isotropic or partially isotropic boundary particles will then be more prevalent.
When γB is large, particles may anticoarsen to maximize replaced boundary energy
and preferentially align to minimize boundary distortion (Ch. 11.1).
Chapter 11.2 shows that faceting can alter microstructural stability and bound-
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ary structure. In particular, when nˆB is fixed, grain boundary particles can exert
a torque on grains abutting to form a boundary. When grain rotations are con-
strained, a boundary particle that can reduce its interfacial free energy by changing
grain misorientation could influence the orientation of recrystallizing grains that
nucleate at the particle interface or particle-boundary triple line. Similarly, when
~RΦ is fixed, boundary particles can exert a torque on the boundary to which they
are attached. In both torque examples, particles can affect microstructural changes.
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Chapter 13
Conclusions
1. A geometric construction can be used to determine the equilibrium boundary
particle shape in R2. Results from the construction indicate that geometric
constraints imposed by the particle can force the boundary to be noncolinear
across the particle and that the relative boundary free energy is not always
evident from the boundary particle shape.
2. Boundary particle shape in R3 can be determined numerically when the
Wulff shape of the particle within each grain abutting the boundary, the Wulff
shape of the boundary, the crystallographic misorientation across the bound-
ary, and the inclination of the boundary are known.
3. At equilibrium, the triple line between the boundary and particle interfaces
is generally nonplanar and requires that the boundary rumple around the
particle. The boundary will attach to this triple line and assume a shape that
gives a constant weighted mean curvature of zero.
4. In R2 and R3, the equilibrium configurations contain only those portions of
particle interface that appear on the particle Wulff shapes and those portions
of boundary that appear on the boundary Wulff shape.
5. Results in R3 show that, although anisotropic boundary particles may cause
a boundary to rumple and reduce the boundary energy that would otherwise
be removed, the nucleation rate of the anisotropic particles will exceed that
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of isotropic particles with dihedral angles greater than 2θL. Hence, in cases
where γ(W sphere) is relatively large, there may be a high probability of mod-
ifications to boundary shape through boundary particle nucleation.
6. When the boundary is anisotropic, boundaries with orientations near facets
on the boundary W may facet in the absence of a boundary particle. The
boundaries remain faceted in the presence of a boundary particle, but the
details of the faceting are altered.
7. Both isotropic and anisotropic boundary particles may induce boundary facet-
ing.
8. There are a number of ways that boundary particles may interact to reduce
interfacial free energy. For instance, particles may coarsen or anticoarsen
and spatially arrange to minimize boundary distortion. When there are con-
straints requiring the particle to adopt a spherical cap in one grain, the par-
ticle will place the spherical cap in the appropriate grain to produce the
energy-minimizing shape.
9. Boundary particles can exert torques tending to rotate a grain or reorient a
grain boundary.
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Chapter 14
Directions for Future Research
14.1 Simplification of the Numerical Methods
Because particles that have a crystalline structure are frequently anisotropic,
realistic models utilize anisotropic interfacial free energy densities to account for
faceted geometries. Currently, the methods introduced in Part II of this thesis—i.e.,
HD1 functions of general γ(nˆ) producing the desiredW and the rotation matrices
orienting the W with respect to the crystallographic reference frame—must be
formulated on a case-by-case basis.
It will be useful to develop an algorithm that integrates the methods into Sur-
face Evolver to render a convenient model accessible to members of the general
science and mathematics community. The proposed model will take: (1) symme-
try and relative interfacial free energy densities of equilibrium interface to construct
the γconvex(W ) that describe the equilibrium (a) particle shapes embedded within
each grain or phase and (b) boundary shape, and (2) the geometry the boundary
(nˆavgB , ~RΦ). The model will be extended to account for boundary intersections
(e.g., triple junctions). A simplified Evolver scheme will facilitate research in a
number of other problems related to boundaries and boundary particles.
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14.2 Calculations for Real Systems
14.2.1 Observed Boundary Energies
Boundary free energy minima have been identified for several materials sys-
tems with fixed nˆB for particular ~RΦ about a given axis [121] and general bound-
ary geometries through through statistical analyses [5, 6, 7, 122] suggested by
Shewmon [123] that correlate boundary energy to (frequency of occurrence)−1.
Although observed boundary orientations generally result from facets of growth
shapes that have impinged and the inverse correlation is not exact, growth by ex-
tension normal to larger energy facets tends to occur more rapidly, thereby elimi-
nating these high energy orientations from a growing shape [61, 124]. In addition,
there are recent indications that boundary energy is proportional to the surface free
energy of impinging grain orientations [122].
Direct application of a statistical analysis of observations accounts for, e.g.,
the absence of boundary geometries predicted from simple boundary models but
inhibited due to repulsions between like charges in ionic crystals [121]. Chapter 10
applies the Read Shockley model for low angle grain boundary free energies to
calculate anisotropic WGB. Application of anisotropic γconvex(WGB) derived from
observations of boundaries would enable another method of analysis/prediction of
boundary configurations for real systems.
14.2.2 Particles with Internal Interfaces
Analytic constructions for anisotropic particles with internal twin boundaries
have been considered for free particles of Au [93] and particles attached to bound-
aries [77, 85] in dilute Pb-Al [50] and Pb-Si [47] alloys. Re-entrant interfaces,
which give a particle shape that is non-convex, have been observed for both parti-
cle types and identified as equilibrium features [47, 93].
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20 nm
Figure 14.1: Bicrystalline particle of Pb in Al. (Courtesy of Lihua Zhang, NCEM,
LBNL.)
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In addition to the crystallographic misorientation across an internal boundary,
the equilibrium shapes of particles with internal boundaries could be calculated
with: (1) the average internal boundary orientation, (2) the equilibrium internal
boundary orientations and their relative interfacial free energy densities, and (3)
the relative amount of particle volume to each side of the internal boundary. Cal-
culations could give both free particles with internal boundaries and particles with
internal boundaries attached to external boundaries (e.g., bicrystalline particles at
grain boundaries).
14.3 Calculations for Evolving Systems
14.3.1 Limiting Growth Shapes
Particle growth shapes in real systems frequently consist of equilibrium in-
terface in proportions determined by growth kinetics rather than minimization in
interfacial free energy. Shape changes governed by a growth velocity, V (nˆ), that is
anisotropic in the orientation of particle interface give a limiting growth shape that
can be determined with the proper formulation of V (nˆ) [124].
The boundary geometries calculated in this work assume that configurations
are allowed to equilibrate and are thus independent of growth velocity. By default,
shape calculations with Evolver take mobility as isotropic during and evolution. It
is possible [97], however, to define an anisotropic mobility tensor that would give
the V (nˆ) producing the limiting growth shape of a boundary particle. There are
examples [124] demonstrating the formulation of V (nˆ) for recrystallization in a
number of cubic materials systems.
14.3.2 Metastable Shapes
Metastable particle shapes with steps, kinks, and terraces are frequently ob-
served (Fig. 14.2). Particles in dilute Pb-Al alloys are sometimes found to be “ki-
netically limited” [125]. The nucleation of steps [126] and the evolution of stepped
structures [62] under volume-conserving motions have been studied to determine
whether a crystal (of constant volume) will be able to reach an equilibrium shape.
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20 nm20 nm
Figure 14.2: Top: Metastable stepped structures of Pb in Al (Courtesy of Lihua
Zhang, NCEM, LBNL); Bottom: Metastable UO2 structure formed by the intersec-
tion of one stepped {100} and four stepped {111} facets [40].
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Metastable boundary particles can be introduced into structures calculated as in
Part II with the aid of large perturbations or through surface energy minimizations
that do not employ the numerical trick discussed in Ch. 6.1 to gradually transform
an isotropic shape into an anisotropic one. Steps can be frozen in by reducing the
mesh size (increasing the number of vertices) so that the average distance between
vertices of the mesh is much smaller than the average height of the steps created.
The results could be used as a starting configurations of stepped particle shapes
attached to boundaries for calculations as in [62].
14.3.3 Boundary Pinning
Smith [4] demonstrated the effect of grain topology on microstructural evo-
lution, showing large grains with many sides to grow at the expense of smaller
grains. Grain growth is often limited (and can thus be controlled by) boundary
particles that remove boundary energy and are often approximated as immobile
spheres [68].
The effect of particle faceting on the drag force exerted by immobile particles
is a natural extension of this work. Calculations of the variation in this force with
boundary character for a given set of particleW could be performed by constrain-
ing the boundary to have a non-zero constant mean curvature (i.e., to establish a
difference in pressure across the boundary).
There are a number of variations to this problem. For particles with shapes
evolving under surface diffusion that are large or attached to boundaries of high
curvature, particle shape changes, which scale as TIME4 [104], might not occur
as the triple junction between the particle and boundary moves. Moreover, the
nucleation barrier for a facet step [126], as for precipitates in steel [70], can be so
large as to inhibit changes to particle shape. Hence, immobile anisotropic particles
may not form equilibrium W in the growing grain, an issue that does not arise
when considering spherical particles.
The drag force exerted by particles that do not change shape are expected to
be different from those that do. At small boundary velocities, immobile particles
could take a sequence of equilibrium shapes dependent on the instantaneous bound-
ary shape. Such cases might occur when many small particles intersect a large area
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fraction of the moving boundary, slowing grain growth.
A more difficult case, studied rigorously for isotropic pores in sintering sys-
tems [69] and for general systems [127], allows boundary particles to move with
the boundary but at a reduced velocity. This case is more difficult because particle
shape is typically metastable at a given point in time, and it is not presently clear
how to approximate the shape. Metastability drives the atom flux which reshapes
and repositions the particle as the boundary moves. The particle breaks away from
the boundary when the boundary mobility is greater than that of the particle [69].
It has been shown [127] that particle mobility is dependent on particle size,
and a distribution of particle mobilities controls limiting grain size. Hence, when
combined with results for heterogeneous nucleation textures, an analysis of the
variation in drag force with boundary character could be used to indicate what
character of boundaries in a given materials system would be desirable for, e.g.,
retaining small grain sizes to achieve higher yield strength.
14.3.4 Ductile Fracture
The ideal strength of a material is rarely achieved due to structural inhomogeneities
such as dislocations, grain boundaries, and small particles. Fracture, which occurs
when a material breaks into one or more parts due to an applied load, typically
occurs at stresses dependent on the type, arrangement, and number of inhomo-
geneities as well as the geometry of the loading. Ductile fracture occurs when
there is measurable plastic deformation prior to the breakage [128].
Ductile fracture can result from the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of
voids at a particle. In such a case, details (e.g., onset) of the fracture are dependent
on the elastic properties of the particle as well as its shape [129]—for instance,
elongated carbide and sulfide particles in some steels can produce elongated voids
that coalesce to form sheets under a load [130, 131, 132, 133]. Void nucleation
tends to occur most easily at particles attached to grain and phase boundaries within
materials [134, 135]. However, when the boundary particles are faceted, the rela-
tionship between shape and void nucleation is not clear.
To analyze the effect of boundary particle anisotropy on void nucleation in
ductile fracture, fracture tests on specimens for which the shape of boundary par-
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ticles can be determined are necessary. Boundary particle shape is dependent on
boundary geometry as well as the equilibrium boundary and facet free energies.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) can be used to examine fracture surfaces fol-
lowing fracture tests to determine the initiation and progression of failure. When
the surfaces indicate that fracture began with the nucleation of voids at a grain
boundary particle, a characterization of that boundary’s geometry—i.e., the crys-
tallographic misorientation across and inclination of the boundary plane, obtained
with electron back-scattered diffraction and microsectioning [122, 136]—will be
necessary to reconstructing the particle shape.
The results will reveal the relationship between the initiation of fracture and the
precise boundary particle geometry. The relationship between fracture and slight
variations to a specific type of boundary particle (e.g., particles attached to a pure
45◦ twist grain boundary with different inclinations of the boundary plane) is not
possible with the post-fracture boundary characterizations above. For this reason,
it will be useful to investigate methods of obtaining textured specimens with a
given type of boundary and/or methods of testing specimens (such as thin films
and wafer-bonded materials) for which the fabrication of bi- and tricrystals with
fixed misorientations is relatively simple.
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Appendix A
Obtaining Gaussian Curvature
from Surface Evolver Results
This appendix illustrates how K was determined at a point on the boundary of an
equilibrium configuration calculated with Evolver. A quadric surface is fit to the
centroids of the elements forming the triangulated surface representing the bound-
ary. For each element M, a local reference frame is defined. The origin of this
frame is taken as the centroid P to the element, and the z–axis is taken parallel to
the unit normal to the element at P.
Surface curvature at P is then obtained from the coefficients a, b, and c of the
explicit form of the resultant quadric surface
z(x,y) = ax2 +by2 + cxy (A.1)
The coefficients are determined from the three exterior vertices vi = (xi,yi,zi) of
the triangle elements sharing edges with M. These vertices provide a measure of
the local deviation of the surface from its tangent plane at P, and thereby give a
measure of the surface curvature at P.
Substitution of vertex positions into Eq. (A.1) gives three equations with three
unknowns. The unknowns can be determined through Cramer’s method, and K is
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then
K = 4ab− c2 (A.2)
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Appendix B
Rodrigues Rotation Matrices in
Surface Evolver
Consider the triangular element M of particle interface defined by the vertices
~vM,i = (xM,i, yM,i, zM,i) taken relative to the Evolver coordinate system. Edges
connecting vertices are specified by the vectors~lM,i j =~vM, j −~vM,i. Triangular ele-
ment M acts as the tangent plane to the surface at a point, converging to the surface
of interest as the area of the element, ~AM =
(
~lM,i j ×~lM,ik
)
/2, shrinks to zero.
The unit normal to the element, pointing from the particle into the embedding
grain, is
nˆM =
~lM,i j ×~lM,ik
‖~lM,i j ×~lM,ik‖
The orientation of element M relative to the Evolver reference frame is specified
by a 3×3 Rodrigues rotation matrix,
~RΦ =

cosΦ(1− r21)+ r21 r1r2(1− cosΦ)+ r3 sinΦ r1r3(1− cosΦ)− r2 sinΦ
r1r2(1− cosΦ)− r3 sinΦ cosΦ(1− r22)+ r22 r2r3(1− cosΦ)+ r1 sinΦ
r1r3(1− cosΦ)+ r2 sinΦ r2r3(1− cosΦ)− r1 sinΦ cosΦ(1− r23)+ r23

and for convenience, ~RΦ is denoted Φ〈r1,r2,r3〉.
Grain misorientation angle Φ was set in terms of Evolver’s coordinate system
by applying a rotation matrix of the form ~RΦ to the unit normal components of the
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interfacial free energy function describing particle shape in one grain, e.g., grain
C2
γC2(nˆ′) = γC2
(
~RΦnˆ
)
(B.1)
Boundary inclination was then accounted for by applying a second rotation matrix
~RΘ = Θ < t1, t2, t3 > to the normal components of the interfacial energy functions
in both grains C1 and C2 to incline the particle shape with respect to the boundary
γC1(nˆ′) = γC1
(
~RΘnˆ
)
γC2(nˆ′′) = γC2
(
~RΘ~RΦnˆ
)
(B.2)
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Appendix C
Heterogeneous Nucleation
C.1 Nucleation Barrier and Critical Volume
The nucleation barrier is related to the critical nucleus volume, V ∗, through
∆G∗ =−
(
V ∗
2
)
∆GV (C.1)
where ∆GV is the chemical driving force per unit volume.
Equation (C.1) can also be written [109]
∆G∗ =−
(
4
∆G2V
)
VW (C.2)
where VW is the volume of the Wulff shape.
It follows that, for a fixed ∆GV , reductions in ∆G∗ are linearly related to those
in V ∗, or, equivalently, in VW .
C.2 Critical Nucleus Size
For nucleation at an interface,
∆G = ∆GV V +∑
j
γ(nˆ j)A j (C.3)
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where the first term on the right hand side is the chemical driving force and the
second term accounts for changes in interfacial free energy. Equation (C.3) can be
rewritten,
∆G = ∆GV V +V 2/3γ∑
j
w(nˆ j) (C.4)
where w(nˆ j) is dimensionless and weights orientation j according to its contribu-
tion to ∆G.
The critical volume for a stable nucleus is determined by finding the stationary
point of the volume derivative of Eq. (C.4), giving
V ∗ =
(
−2γ∑ j w(nˆ j)3∆GV
)3
(C.5)
For a particle embedded in n–dimensions, the critical nucleus size is
B∗ =
(
−(n−1)γ∑ j w(nˆ j)
n∆GB
)n
(C.6)
where B∗ is an n-dimensional critical volume.
Critical volume is directly dependent on the change in interfacial free energy
brought about by the nucleus. For a fixed critical volume B∗, nucleation will favor
sites that minimize the necessary driving force
−
(
n
n−1
)
∆GB =
γ∑ j w(nˆ j)
(B∗)1/n
(C.7)
C.3 Chemical Driving Force
Substituting Eq. (C.5) for volume in Eq. (C.4) gives the heterogeneous nucleation
barrier,
∆G∗ =
4γ3(∑ j w(nˆ j))3
27∆G2v
(C.8)
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Letting γ(nˆ) = γ∑ j w(nˆ j), a constant driving force ∆Gv gives
∆G∗1
∆G∗2
=
(
γ1(nˆ)
γ2(nˆ)
)3
(C.9)
a ratio independent of ∆Gv.
Results in Ch. 9–10 are found with
∆G∗HET(W
shape 1
shape 2 )
∆G∗HET(W sphere)
=
(
γ(W shape)
γ(W sphere)
)3
(C.10)
where γ(W shape 1shape 2 ) is the total change in interfacial free energy divided by the total
change in interfacial area that occurs on attaching a unit volume of particle to a
boundary of specified character. The anisotropic particle is described by W shape 1
to one side of the boundary and W shape 2 to the other side of the boundary. The
isotropic heterogeneous reference is described by W sphere on both sides of the
boundary.
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Appendix D
Wulff Shape Volume
Solving Eq. (C.2) for VW gives
VW =−∆G
∗∆G2V
4
(D.1)
Substituting Eq. (C.8) into the result gives
VW =
γ3(∑ j w(nˆ j))3
27
(D.2)
The volume of the Wulff shape in Rγ is thus proportional to the cube of the total
interfacial free energy of a fixed volume in R3, or
3
√
VW ∝ ∆E (D.3)
where ∆E is taken to be the total interfacial free energy of a particle.
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Appendix E
Shape Table
Name Aspect Ratio, ϒ (unitless volume of 1)
Atotal100 Atotal111 Atotal
cube 1/
√
3 = 0.577 6 0 6
0.667 5.56 0.28 5.84
0.717 5.08 0.61 5.69
cuboctahedron 0.866 3.39 1.95 5.34
1 2.1 3.15 5.25
1.155 1.19 4.12 5.31
1.245 0.82 4.57 5.39
1.5 0.18 5.44 5.62
octahedron
√
3 = 1.732 0 5.72 5.72
Table E.1: Surface area of a cube, truncated cubes, a cuboctahedron, truncated
octahedra, and an octahedron of unit volume. The minimum surface area for a
unit volume occurs at an aspect ratio, ϒ = γ100/γ111, of 1, which corresponds to a
truncated octahedron.
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Appendix F
Read Shockley
To make Eq. (10.2) HD1 in nˆGB, L(nˆGB) was modified
L(nˆGB) = M(nˆGB)(Do−1)+ 1‖nˆGB‖2 (n2gb,1a1 +n2gb,2a2)−
a1 ln
(
a1
‖nˆGB‖
)
−a2 ln
(
a2
‖nˆGB‖
)
+νn2gb,3
[
1
a1
ln
(
a1
‖nˆGB‖
)
+ 1
a2
ln
(
a2
‖nˆGB‖
)] (F.1)
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Appendix G
Anticoarsening
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C1Grain
Grain C2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Crystal Axes s
Reference 
Figure G.1: Interfacial particle construction forW square that are similarly oriented
for simplicity. The construction gives the same shape for all boundary energies
(when non-appearing orientations are given values that approach infinity).
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Consider the grain boundary particle in R2 of fixed area constructed in Fig. G.1.
The W square used to construct the shape are similarly oriented in C1 and C2 for
simplicity. Particle shape is independent of γGB when orientations absent from
W square have free energies → ∞.
The particle is composed of four sides of equal length, s, and the area of the
particle is A = s2. The change in interfacial free energy that occurs when the parti-
cle attaches to the grain boundary is
∆E1 = s
(
4γ(W square)−
√
2γGB
)
(G.1)
The total change in interfacial free energy for two such grain boundary particles,
each of side length s/
√
2 and A = s2/2, is
∆E2 = 2
s√
2
(
4γ(W square)−
√
2γGB
)
(G.2)
At a relative boundary free energy of
γGB
γ(W square) > 2
√
2
∆E2 < ∆E1, and anticoarsening is favorable.
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List of Symbols
~A = Anˆ: area vector
C1, C2: crystals 1 and 2 that abut at a boundary
D(nˆGB): parameter for Read–Shockley model dependent on the dislocation core
energy and nˆGB
Do: parameter for He et al. extension of Read–Shockley model
Eo(nˆGB): parameter for Read–Shockley model dependent on the elastic constants
of a material
G: isotropic shear modulus
∆G∗(W ): nucleation barrier [J] for shape W from a simple model using (1)
chemical driving force and (2) interfacial free energies
∆G∗HOM: homogeneous ∆G∗
∆G∗HET: heterogeneous ∆G∗
~Γ = 〈Γ1,Γ2, . . . ,Γc〉: surface excess vector for c components
J∗(W ): nucleation rate [nuclei/s · cm3] for shapeW
K : Gaussian curvature
L(nˆGB): parameter for He et al. extension of Read–Shockley model
Λ: radial distance from center of boundary particle to point on boundary where
K ∼ 0
M(nˆGB): parameter for He et al. extension of Read–Shockley model
NHET : number of heterogeneous nucleation sites per unite volume
Ω: grand canonical potential
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P(nˆ): part of HD1 function of γ(nˆ) used in Evolver calculations
Φ: rotation angle for crystallographic misorientation ~RΦ
Q : a constant used to specify the relative depth of γ(nˆ) minima
~RΦ: crystallographic misorientation, ~RΦ = Φ~u
R2: two-dimensional space
R3: three-dimensional space
Rγ: interfacial free energy space
S(nˆ): part of HD1 function of γ(nˆ) used in Evolver calculations
T : temperature
T (nˆ): a function that equates to 1 at the orientation of an interfacial free energy
density minmum and 0 at the antipode to a minmum orientation
V : volume
W : the Wulff shape of a material of fixed volume at constant temperature
W shape: aW of shape SHAPE
W shape 1shape 2 : an equilibrium boundary shape formed by the intersection of W shape 1
andW shape 2 that reflects the energy and geometry of the boundary
Ξ(W /W sphere): value of a function Ξ for shape W relative to the shape formed
byW sphere combinations
Z: Zeldovitch non–equilibrium factor
α: anisotropy factor
a1,a2: parameters for He et al. extension of Read–Shockley model
b: magnitude of isotropic Burger’s vector
β∗: rate of atom attachment to a nucleus
χ(nˆ): the distance from the orientation of an interfacial free energy density mini-
mum
∆γB−P: difference between the interfacial free energy of the boundary and lowest-
energy facets
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γ(nˆ): interfacial free energy density [ENERGY/LENGTHd ] as a function of nˆ; d is
the dimension of the interface
γB(nˆB): γ of a (grain or heterophase) boundary as a function of nˆB
γGB(nˆGB): γ of a grain boundary as a function of nˆGB
γ(W shape): γ producingW shape
γi(W shape): γ of orientation i onW shape
γconvex(W shape): convex γ producingW shape
k: Boltzmann’s constant
κ: mean curvature
κγ: weighted mean curvature
~µ = 〈µ1,µ2, . . . ,µi〉: a vector of length i determined by the number of chemical
species in a system and with entries corresponding to the uniform chemical
potential of each species
nˆ = 〈n1,n2,n3〉: unit normal to an interface
nˆB: unit normal to a (grain or heterophase) boundary
nˆGB: unit normal to a grain boundary
ωi: variable used to specify the depth of the interfacial free energy density mini-
mum labeled i
ν: Poisson’s ratio
p: pressure
tmin, tmax: the maximum and minimum χ(nˆ) values
θ: contact angle or one–half the dihedral angle
~u: rotation axis for crystallographic misorientation ~RΦ
wP, wS: weights for P(nˆ) and S(nˆ), respectively
~x: vector of position
~ξ: Cahn-Hoffman capillarity vector
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Index
∆γB−P, 88
~µ, 9
HD1, 60
Rγ, 34
C1, C2, 27
anisotropic, 9
anticoarsening, 111
assumptions, 29, 72
boundaries vs. interfaces, 9
boundary
deformable, 11
non-deformable, 11
boundary orientation, nˆB, 27
Cahn-Hoffman capillarity vector, ~ξ,
15
chemical driving force, 71
construction
double Winterbottom, 23
Summertop, 23
Winterbottom, 17
Wulff, 15
convergence, 54
convex surface tension, γconvex(W ),
57
critical nucleus volume, 79
crystalline, 14
crystallographic misorientation, ~RΦ,
29
double Winterbottom construction, 24
edge/corner energies, 29
elastic energy, 29, 71
embedded spherical grain, 85, 117
equilibrium orientations, 14
Gaussian curvature, K , 47
homogeneous degree one, HD1, 16
homogeneous nucleation barrier, ∆G∗HOM,
72
homotheities, 14
interfacial free energy, 8
lead-aluminum system, 67
mean curvature, 10
Neumann’s principle, 93
nucleation barrier, ∆G∗, 71
single crystal boundary particles, 67
symmetric difference, 45
torques, 59
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triple junction particle, 91
Tu-Turnbull ‘puckering’, 78
unit normal notation, nˆ, 27
weighted mean curvature, 16, 48
wetting
partial, 34, 39
perfect, 34, 36
Wulff center, 32
Wulff point, 19
Young’s equation, 18
Young-Laplace equation, 10
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